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INLucE TuA
In Thy Light
Acknowlegments Come First

I

N ON CERTAINTY, A COLLECTION OF LUDWIG

Wittgenstein's late-in-life notes published
eighteen years after the philosopher's death in
1951, he wrote, "Knowledge is, in the end, based
on acknowledgment:' While this pithy line is part
of a longer meditation, we can take it on its own
merits. What we know and understand about anything is based on what we acknowledge-what we
recognize, what we accept, what we appreciate.
This issue's authors have contributed essays,
reviews, and poems that support Wittgenstein's
point, and they do so by contending with a sweeping array of topics: music and poetry, higher
education and business, biblical interpretation
and social movements.
In the opening essay, Mark R. Schwehn tells the
stories of Frank Laubach, a groundbreaking missionary, and Barbara McClintock, a cutting-edge
scientist. Schwehn makes the case that both of these
individuals, in distinctive ways, exhibited an exceptional willingness and ability to see, appreciate, and
engage with what was in front of them. In so doing,
they made observations and drew conclusions that
their fellow missionaries and scientists either could
not or would not, and consequently they achieved
outcomes that transformed their fields.
Debra Dean Murphy's examination of sentimentality takes up the poetry of Mary Oliver. In
what reads like a variation of Wittgenstein's note,
Murphy includes a quote from Oliver: "What
I write begins and ends with the act of noticing
and cherishing" (page 20). Murphy asks about the
boundaries of sentimentality and considers the
gendered assumptions that sentimentality often
carries. (It's easy to recognize sentimentality in
romance novels, Murphy writes, but do we recognize the sentimentality of "military parades and
professional hockey games"?)

Wittgenstein's insight also applies to Jim
Clemens's essay (page 23). His nearly twenty-year
fascination with Deerin Farrer, an obscure nineteenth-century composer, began with Clemens's
initial recognition of something delightful and
mysterious about Farrer. This led to a "treasure
hunt" -sometimes a wild goose chase-to track
down anything and everything about the composer. In his pursuit, Clemens became "the world's
foremost authority on the man and his book;'
although that was hardly his original intent.

A

CKNOWLEDGING

THE

PEOPLE,

PLACES,

customs, creatures, teachings, and developments that fill the world is a step
toward knowledge and understanding. But such
acknowledgment is often easier in theory than
in practice. In Caryn D. Riswold's essay on the
#MeToo Movement that has ignited during the
last several months, she calls it the "newest expression of a painfully old truth:' #MeToo, she writes,
is a response to social structures that render entire
classes of people invisible, mute, and unbelievable.
For survivors of sexual abuse, assault, and harassment, "the grace of being recognized displaces the
shock of rejection;' and "When others start to hear
and believe the experiences of survivors, it fundamentally alters reality" (page 42). In a similar vein,
Lynn Domina's poem "Extinction Psalm" (page
30) captures the despair of those who feel unheard
along with a deep love of the natural world, a grief
for what has passed away, and a baseline faith that
nonetheless endures.
Acknowledgment is not always easy. But
it has the power to open the door to something
worthwhile. t
- HGG
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From Faith and Learning
to Love and Understanding
A Possible Future Agenda
for Church-Related Higher Education
Mark R. Schwehn

A

T THE END OF HIS CELEBRATED WORK, A
River Runs Through It, the post-Protestant
writer Norman Maclean includes the following bit of dialogue between himself and his
pastor father as the two of them struggle with grief
and bewilderment in the aftermath of the death of
Norman's younger brother, Paul:

''Are you sure you have told me everything you know about his death?" [my
father] asked.
I said, "Everything:'
"It's not much, is it?"
"No;' I replied, "but you can love completely without complete understanding:'
"That I have known and preached;' my
father said. 1
One might argue that the whole of A River
Runs Through It is an exploration of the complex
relationship between love and understanding, of
what it means to be a brother's keeper when one
never adequately understands the brother or what
the brother needs.
Probing the complications of love in relation
to understanding is not just a problem for characters within literary texts; it is also a problem
for those who seek to interpret such texts. Good
reading, according to Alan Jacobs in his book
A Theology of Reading, requires a "hermeneutic
of love:' 2 Both Christian thinkers like Jacobs and
more secular ones like Martha Nussbaum have
long insisted that understanding of many of the
4
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issues that literature raises depends upon appropriate feelings and virtues, not simply upon the
exercise of critical reason.
Few Christian thinkers have extended their
inquiries into the relationship between love and
understanding beyond the domain of literary
criticism into the territories of other disciplinary
practices within the academy and the learned professions. However, an effort to do so might serve
to begin the development of a robust Christian
theology of higher education. Pondering the interplay between Christian friendship and Christian
charity on the one hand and the pursuit of truth
and understanding on the other would be a first
step toward a systematic consideration of relationships among Christian spiritual virtues and
intellectual virtues. It would be impossible to offer
here a properly nuanced and compelling account
of either Christian love or the intellectual virtue
of understanding, but several examples will help
to illuminate the connections among these virtues
as a first step toward a future program of thought
and action for the church-related academy.

C

ONSIDER FIRST CHRISTIAN FRIENDSHIP.

As Paul Wadell has argued in his book
Friendship and the Moral Life, friendship
is the very condition for the rest of the moral and
intellectual virtues. Or, to put this matter in a way
that directly addresses the matter oflove's relationship to understanding, without right relationships
and a determination to sustain and renew them,
places like Valparaiso or Notre Dame or Baylor

would not be universities at all. In the present educational environment, church-related universities
have the great opportunity to show the world that
friendship and the comprehension of truth, love
and understanding, are mutually dependent, that
the primary purposes-truth-seeking and the
cultivation of virtue-of any university worthy of
the name cannot live without right relationships.
Christianity has a rich understanding of community and the practices that constitute community.
It also has developed a long tradition of education
that stresses formation as well as information,
the development of character as well as mind.
Even so, Christians have not yet fully explored
and elaborated, in both words and deeds, a tight,
inextricable, and necessary connection between
love and understanding, Christian friendship and
comprehension of truth.
Here is one way to express both the major
problem and the major opportunity. In one of
the oldest comments in the Western philosophical tradition on the right relationship between
friendship and truth, Aristotle suggested that
friendship and truth may from time to time be
in tension with one another and that there may
arise irreconcilable conflicts between them. When
such conflicts arise, he argued, we must always
choose truth over friendship. Here is the passage
where Aristotle is beginning to formulate a critique
of the view of the good propounded by Plato,
his teacher and friend: "This sort of inquiry is,
to be sure, unwelcome to us, because those who
introduced the Forms were friends of ours; still,
it presumably seems better, indeed only right, to
destroy even what is close to us if that is the way to
preserve truth. We must especially do this as philosophers, for though we love both the truth and
our friends, reverence is due to the truth first:' 3
Perhaps Aristotle means only to suggest that
people ought never to abandon their sense of what
is true simply because a friend disagrees with
their view of matters. However, he speaks here
of being willing to "destroy even what is close to
us" if we thereby preserve truth. The right ordering of our loves requires love of truth over love of
friends. If and when common agreement between
two friends about the truth of important matters

cannot be found, the friendship should probably
end. Disagreements with friends might well be
"unwelcome;' but should Christians countenance
the dissolution of friendships as the result of disagreements over what is taken to be at a given
time the truth of matters under dispute? Losses of
friendships, should they occur, should surely be
regarded as worse than "unwelcome:'
Although the choice of truth over friendship will seem to many a noble expression of
intellectual integrity, the whole discourse seems
disquieting, and it is worth wondering why. I
think uncomfortable feelings arise not necessarily

Although the choice of truth over
friendship will seem to many a
noble expression of intellectual
integrity, the whole discourse
seems disquieting, and it is worth
wondering why.
because many Christians would choose friendship
over truth-reversing the order of Aristotle's loyalties or loves-but because they harbor a different
picture of the relationship between friendship and
truth, a picture that may not be completely clear
and distinct but one that needs careful articulation
and description.
Here is one account of that picture, painted in
words in the sixth century CE, about 1,000 years
after Aristotle, by Dorotheos, abbot of the monastery at Gaza:
Suppose we were to take a compass and
insert the point and draw the outline
of a circle. The center point is the same
distance from any point on the circumference .... Let us suppose that this circle is
the world and that God is the center; the
straight lines drawn from the circumference are the lives of human beings .... To
move toward God, then, human beings
move from the circumference along the
Lent 2018
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various radii of the circle to the center. So
the closer they are to God, the closer they
become to one another; and the closer
they are to one another, the closer they
become to God. 4
Put God in Christ at the center and bear in
mind that Christ is the Truth and that all truth
of whatever kind-empirical, poetic, theological, moral, forensic, narrative-is God's truth.
If this is a compelling picture of the relationship
between Truth and friendship, the problem that
so agitated Aristotle cannot possibly arise in the
deep sense he outlined. On the contrary, deepening friendship and moving toward truth are two

In my own view, the best way to
assess Christian higher education is
to consider all such institutions as a
whole, not to expect that any one of

them is going to achieve complete
diversity while retaining a robust
sense of distinctive identity.
ways of describing the same process. Truth on this
account is primarily relational, not propositional.
Strengthening right relationships and moving
toward Truth implicate and enable one another.
This formulation will seem persuasive and
even familiar to some, sentimental to others,
mystical to a few, and muddled to several. So let
me offer particular cases in the interest of greater
clarity and plausibility. One might wonder, for
example, why many Roman Catholic campuses
have more successfully included Muslim students
as members of their communities of inquiry than
some than some of their Protestant counterparts. Protestant campuses, especially evangelical
schools like Wheaton College, have special difficulties managing this, in part because for many
evangelicals Christian faith means primarily if
not exclusively assent to a series of propositions.
6
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Those propositions are thought to represent
fundamental and absolute truth, and unless individuals subscribe to them they cannot be fully
admitted into the community. The practice that
manifests this view of faith and truth on some
evangelical campuses is the required subscription
by all faculty to a so-called "faith statement:' But if
truth is relational, not propositional, then friendship with those of different views and different
faiths may be considered essential to the quest
for truth, and, as we have said, all truth is finally
God's truth. One therefore lives in a community
of friendship with those who differ, sometimes
in seemingly irresolvable ways, in the reasonable
hope that there will come a day where everyone
is fully included in the widening circle of friends
and all dwell together fully in Truth. Remember
again Dorotheos's picture: the closer we come to
the truth, the closer we come to one another, and
the closer we come to one another, the closer we
come to the truth.
Let me be clear here: I am not attempting to
suggest that evangelical schools like Wheaton
are somehow less credible or less excellent than
schools like Xavier or Gonzaga. Such global
comparisons are almost always imprudent.
Moreover, the genius of church-related higher
education stems from a diversity of charisms:
different strands of the Christian tradition have
different gifts. And some of these gifts cannot be
privileged or highlighted concurrently within the
same institution. Thus, for example, Calvin's philosophy department can probe more deeply than
many other departments into certain philosophical questions precisely because the members
of that department share a common faith and
a common set of assumptions that they do not
have to recurrently defend. Yet the department
lacks a certain kind of internal diversity of opinion that might make other philosophical goods
less available to it, such as the goods available to
the philosophy department at Boston College, for
instance. In my own view, the best way to assess
Christian higher education is to consider all such
institutions as a whole, not to expect that any
one of them is going to achieve complete diversity while retaining a robust sense of distinctive
identity. So this case of hospitality to Muslim stu-

dents based on a certain conception of Christian
friendship is meant only to show how certain
theological assumptions about, for example, the
nature of faith are integrally connected to certain
social and intellectual practices.
Returning now to the subject of Christian
friendship in relation to truth and understanding,
Paul Wadell, whose book I have already mentioned, acknowledges the historical tension within
Christianity between agape (charity) on the one
hand and philia (friendship) on the other. Agape
is non-reciprocal, universal, all inclusive, and
non-preferential. Philia is both preferential and
reciprocal. Wadell acknowledges that in our actual
Christian communities today, our friendships, in
the Aristotelian sense, will remain preferential and
reciprocal, but he insists that the salutary pressures of agape push us in the direction of steadily
widening the circle of our friends: the trajectory of
Christian friendship is inclusive, not exclusive. So
here again, we discover a strong theological warrant for the practice of friendship among those
of many and various beliefs and backgrounds on
the campuses of an increasing number of churchrelated colleges and universities.5
Wadell discusses another trajectory as well.
He argues the movement from Christ as prophet,
priest, king, and teacher-the one who has listeners, subjects, and disciples-to Christ as friend
represents, especially in the Gospel of John, a
movement toward equality. Now if the character
of right relationships is a kind of friendship or
philia propelled toward full inclusion and equality
by the distinctively Christian love agape, there is a
perfect alignment between what is most desirable
for truth-seeking at a university and what is most
essential to the Christian life. Surely an ideal community of inquiry is constituted by a diverse and
steadily enlarged circle of friends who are equal
and alike in virtue.
Those who remain skeptical about this line of
inquiry might well object that even hostile rivals
can discover truth together. It happens all the
time. True enough, in the same way that it is true
that there is honor among thieves. Even so, we
need to admit once again that there are different
kinds and levels of truth within any university
community and that their particular connec-

tions to right relationships will be differently
calibrated. To complicate matters further, there
were, for Aristotle at least, three kinds of friendship based respectively on pleasure, usefulness,
and virtue. So a full account of the relationship of
Christian friendship to understanding will need
to be highly nuanced and contextual. Any such
account must be deeply informed both by the
university's understanding of itself as an intentional community and by the Christian account
of truth as relational under the aspect of philia
enlarged by agape.
Finally and perhaps most important, the
quality of the relationships among students and
faculty and staff directly affect the quality of
thinking done at the university. One of Ludwig
Wittgenstein's most influential insights was that
all thought is public before it becomes private.
I first learn as a child to argue with others on
the playground and around the dinner table.
I later internalize those arguments in the form
of private thought, what Plato called the hushed
dialogue of self with self. Wittgenstein would
have called it the hushed dialogue of self with
other internalized selves. Thus, if our personal
relationships are characterized by arrogance,
spite, envy, and suspicion, our thought will be
similarly crippled. The student affairs staff member who shapes students to treat one another
more charitably and humbly is contributing
directly to those students' capacity first to think
well together and then to think well within the
confines of their own library carrels.

T

WO

VERY

DIFFERENT

BUT

INSTRUCTIVE

cases facilitate a move from consideration
of Christian friendship to a consideration
of Christian charity. Though the cases are both
singular and intricate, they will provide a basis for
venturing larger and more abstract thoughts about
the relationship between charity and understanding. First, consider the case of Frank Laubach, a
Congregationalist missionary to the Philippines,
who lived from 1884 until 1970. Laubach's first
fifteen years in the mission field were deeply
frustrating, since very few of the Moro people,
the Muslim population of the Philippines, had
converted to Christianity. Sometime in 1930,
Lent 2018
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as he wrote in a letter that year, he went up to a
mountain near the village where he was living on
Mindanao, to pray. There, God spoke to him and
chastened him for his aversion to the people he
had been sent to serve. "You have failed because
you do not really love the people. You feel superior
to them because you are white:' God told Laubach
that if he could forget his American whiteness
and act only out of love for the Moro people, they
would respond. 6
Laubach decided that loving the Moros meant
studying their Scriptures, the Qur'an, engaging in sympathetic dialogue, and discovering
ways to help the Moros to lead more flourishing lives. In other words, he lived out the virtue
of charity by abandoning efforts to proselytize
and concentrating on what the Christian ethicist Gene Outka calls a minimalist description of

[Protestant missionaries] opened
themselves fully to the cultural
and religious riches these other
peoples had to offer, and they in
turn brought those riches back
to the United States just as it had
begun to assume its role as the
pre-eminent power on the globe.
Christian charity, "to aid a person or persons in
distress:' 7 This initial decision launched Laubach
on what became an astonishing vocation. What
the Moro people needed most in order for them
to flourish, he concluded, was literacy. So he set
about teaching them how to read. He went on
from there to become the twentieth century's
most accomplished promoter of literacy as a way
to understanding and, beyond understanding, to
general human flourishing. He began by rendering the Moro tongue into Roman characters and
then establishing a vast network of schools to
teach people to read it. He then created an organization to promote literacy around the globe
8
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and eventually produced language primers in 312
languages. When he died in 1970, he had enabled
millions of people to read and understand one
another in more than one hundred countries. 8 In
sum, Laubach loved in order to understand and
to enable others to understand as well.
Laubach's story was not an isolated episode
within the larger history of Protestant missionaries abroad during the twentieth century. This
makes his example all the more instructive.
Laubach represented one small thread in the
remarkable narrative tapestry woven by the historian David Hollinger in an important new book
entitled Protestants Abroad: How Missionaries
Tried to Change the World but Changed America.
If Hollinger is right, mainline Protestant missionaries and their children, more than any other
group-more than the mass media, more than
American commerce and industry, more even
than the foreign service-mediated the many cultures and religions of the globe to the American
people from about 1890 to 1960, especially during
the formative period of World War II and its aftermath, from around 1940 until 1960.
Protestant missionaries and their children,
because of their sustained and intimate engagement with peoples around the globe, and because
they were disposed to regard such people lovingly as they sought to understand them, became
the precursors of the most defensible aspects of
what has in our own time been called "multiculturalism:' Many of them began with narrowly
evangelistic ambitions, seeking only to convert
or proselytize, but then, under the pressures of
other aspects of their own formation, many of
the mainline Protestant missionaries came to
regard those to whom they had been sent as their
own teachers, allies, and friends. They opened
themselves fully to the cultural and religious
riches these other peoples had to offer, and they
in turn brought those riches back to the United
States just as it had begun to assume its role as the
pre-eminent power on the globe. As Hollinger
summarizes it, "During the middle decades of the
twentieth century, missionary-connected individuals and groups broadened the perspectives of
the American public and influenced the operation
of many institutions, including federal agencies,

universities, churches, foundations, and political
advocacy organizations:'9
Hollinger is himself something of a postProtestant thinker (he was raised in the Church
of the Brethren), and he has long been an outspoken advocate of secularity, especially of the secular
academy. His deep and sympathetic appreciation
of Protestant missionaries and their achievement
is all the more compelling for that reason, even
though it is to some extent limited. Thus, on the
one hand he repeatedly insists that missionaries
were not simply transformed by the peoples they
found but that they were disposed to receive and
to comprehend other cultures in certain ways on
the basis on their own earlier formation in their
churches at home. He says of Laubach, "There is
no doubt that his experience in the field had a deep
effect upon him, but he illustrates well the ways
in which dispositions brought to the missionary
experience could render individuals responsive to
the redeeming qualities in foreign cultures. He was
prepared to see in Filipinos and Muslims qualities
that some others were slower to celebrate:' 10
On the other hand, Hollinger does not probe
very deeply into the nature of these "dispositions;'
which are doubtless Christian virtues, especially
the virtue of charity. Though Hollinger would perhaps not wish to make the claim himself, his own
evidence shows that especially during the period
of history he describes Christian love really did in
many positive ways transform the world. (Lest I
leave a wrong impression here, I should say that
Hollinger also acknowledges and attends to some
of the less attractive, even deeply troubling, aspects
of some missionaries' influence around the globe.)

0

UR SECOND CASE STUDY OF LOVE IN

relation to understanding could not
be more different from Laubach and
the Moros. It involves a solitary, sometimes isolated, individual, not a mass movement of sorts.
It involves the effort to understand plants, not
human beings. It emerges within the field ofbiology, not anthropology, much less missiology.
So it invites us to wonder whether the character of the love changes depending upon what it
is that one seeks to understand. This is the case
of Barbara McClintock, one of the most distin-

guished cell biologists of the last century who,
on the basis of her determined and sometimes
misunderstood work in the field of cytogenetics,
became in 1970 the first woman to be awarded
the National Medal of Science. Thirteen years
later, in 1983, she received the Nobel Prize for
Physiology or Medicine, the first woman to win
that prize unshared.
McClintock spent her entire professional life
working on the cytogenetics of corn. Her painstaking research led to a series of remarkable
discoveries, some of which were not understood
or recognized until many years after she had originally sought to present and explain them. One
discovery in particular was based simply upon her
close and careful observation of changes in the
phenotypes within strains of maize. From these
observations, she was able to infer that various
regulated changes had taken place in the positioning of some of the genetic material within the
cells of the plants she was studying. This led her
to develop a theory of transposition, of controlled
repositioning of genetic elements, sometimes
in response to environmental stresses. This theory challenged some of the newer orthodoxies
in genetics, views that had virtually constituted
the emerging new field of molecular biology in
the middle years of the twentieth century. As a
result, McClintock's theories of the 1950s were not
fully comprehended, much less fully appreciated,
until the 1970s when new technologies allowed
scientists to observe at the molecular level the
very processes that McClintock had long before
hypothesized and supported with substantial
empirical evidence.
Though a part of the initial resistance to
some of McClintock's work arose from what she
called the "fixed assumptions" of a conceptual
scheme in some ways incommensurable with
her own, another part of that resistance stemmed
from an inability to grasp, much less to appreciate, the way in which McClintock thought and
observed. She always seemed a bit peculiar to
her colleagues, though none of them doubted
that she was a rigorous scientific thinker. Even
so, as one of her biographers tells us, whereas
most of McClintock's fellow students of maize
were interested in what some isolated feature of
Lent 2018
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any given plant might reveal about maize generally, she sought "intimate and total knowledge
about each and every plant. One ofher colleagues
remarked that she could write the autobiography
of each plant she worked with. Her respect for the
unfathomable workings of the human mind was
matched by her regard for the complex workings
of each and every plant, but she was confident
that, with due attentiveness, she could trust the
intuitions the one produced on the other:' 11
Later studies of McClintock's work have
superseded in important ways the biography by
Evelyn Fox Keller that I have just quoted, but no

As one of her biographers tells
us, whereas most of McClintock's
fellow students of maize were
interested in what some isolated
feature of any given plant might
reveal about maize generally,
she sought "intimate and total
knowledge about each and every
plant. One of her colleagues
remarked that she could write
the autobiography of each plant
she worked with."
subsequent study has contested its account of the
singular blend of love and understanding that
characterized McClintock's research. The very title
of the biography, A Feeling for the Organism, suggests that the source of McClintock's genius was
as much in the affective as in the purely cognitive
relationships of the scientist to her subjects. As
McClintock began to examine the chromosomes
in the nuclei of maize cells in order to understand
something that had for a great length of time
eluded her, she said, as she reflected on the process of discovery,
10
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I found that the more I worked with the
chromosomes the bigger and bigger they
got, and when I was really working with
them I wasn't outside, I was down there. I
was part of the system. I was right down
there with them, and everything got big.
I was even able to see the internal parts
of the chromosomes-actually everything
was there. It surprised me because I felt as
though I were right down there and these
were my friends . ... As you look at these
things, they become a part of you. And
you forget yourself. The main thing about
it is that you forget yourself. 12
Intense attention to particular organisms,
self-forgetfulness, a feeling of friendship for, even
unity with the subjects under study: all of these
taken together begin to fill out McClintock's own
way of understanding the natural world. When
she was asked to explain what enabled her to see
deeper into the mysteries of genetics than many
of her colleagues, she answered that she took
the time and had the patience to listen to what
each and every individual plant was telling her,
that she was "open" to what the organisms "had
to saY:' This openness to "the other" resembles
the openness that many of the missionaries had
to their host cultures, and, like McClintock's
love for her subjects, the missionaries' love for
those different from themselves opened up possibilities for understanding that never would have
been realized without that love. For McClintock,
"organism" was a kind of code word not simply for
a particular plant or animal but for a living form,
an object-as-subject. 13

T

HOUGH THESE TWO CASE STUDIES CAN

only be suggestive at best with regard to
the large topic of the relationship of love
to understanding, they do suggest some of the
contours that future more comprehensive and
systematic studies might well follow. For one
thing, under the intellectual pressure to consider
Christian love in relationship to knowledge or
understanding, it will not be helpful to work with
a concept of charity or agape that distinguishes it
sharply from either eros or philia. We have seen

how Paul Wadell develops a concept of philia
enriched and enlarged by caritas without losing the warmth of friendship. Alan Jacobs elides
Christian friendship and charity throughout his
book on the theology of reading. And we have
seen in the example of McClintock an affective
relationship to the subjects she sought to understand that is more akin to eros than to charity.
The kind of sharp, even antagonistic, distinction between agape and eros that was developed
at great length by the Swedish Lutheran theologian Anders Nygren almost a century ago shaped
much of Protestant thinking about love for many
years during the middle of the twentieth century. 14
But as the English Jesuit priest Martin D'Arcy
demonstrated in his careful book The Mind and
Heart of Love, written shortly after Nygren's Agape
and Eros appeared, self-regarding and otherregarding loves are finally complementary, not all
together conflicting. 15 And of course the work of
the twentieth-century Jesuit Bernard Lonergan
might well be considered the best starting point
for comprehending the human spirit and the relationship between love and understanding within
it and between the human spirit and both the
natural and the divine.16 Lonergan's work is much
more sympathetic to D'Arcy's than to Nygren's on
the matter of love.
In order to have any prospect of success,
however, the effort to comprehend the relationship between love and understanding must be
more than ecumenical; it must be interreligious.
When McClintock sought a religious vocabulary for expressing the sense of spiritual kinship
she felt for her subject, she turned not to the religion of her distant forebears who had come over
on the Mayflower but to Buddhism. And, as Fox
Keller notes, a number of the great physicists
who were contemporaries of McClintock-Bohr,
Schroedinger, Einstein, and Oppenheimerturned to Hinduism and Buddhism for the
conceptual and spiritual resources they needed
to understand their own understanding. 17
Similarly, St. Augustine relied heavily upon
the Hebrew Scriptures, especially Genesis, for
guidance in understanding his own soul. Few
other books represent such a tight and complex
relationship between knowledge and intimacy,

understanding and loving. In other words, like the
Protestant missionaries, we too must increasingly
rely upon other spiritual traditions to enrich and
expand our own, especially in the case of attempting to consider knowing and loving, since both of
these activities are intrinsically multicultural in
one dimension, universal in another.

The English Jesuit priest Martin
D'Arcy demonstrated in his
careful book The Mind and
Heart of Love .. . self-regarding

and other-regarding loves are
finally complementary, not all
together conflicting.
Some of the most important philosophical work on love's relationship to understanding
has been done, over the course of the last twenty
years, by women. So we must consider not only
multicultural but also gendered accounts of these
matters. Martha Nussbaum, for example, has a
sure grasp of pagan, Jewish, and Christian traditions. As a result, several of her essays, some of
them gathered together in books with pertinent
titles like Love's Knowledge, should be essential
reading for those who seek to fashion a Christian
theology of higher education. 18 And perhaps her
best book, The Fragility of Goodness, develops an
extended and compelling argument that defends
the cognitive power of emotions. 19
The point here is not to develop a reading list
but to demonstrate that the next phase of inquiry
into matters of virtue and knowledge as part of
a larger theological project must be collaborative. What we need to know and think about far
exceeds any one person's learning. And indeed,
collaboration has come more and more to be a
favored mode of inquiry into the whole range of
subjects mentioned here. The Defining Wisdom
project at the University of Chicago provides one
such example, as do the several interreligious conversations about knowledge and wisdom, some of
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them recorded in publications under the auspices
of the Institute for Advanced Catholic Studies at
the University of Southern California.
Finally, might further inquiry within the
Christian tradition into matters oflove and understanding find a starting point or inspiration other
than meditations on the nature of the Trinity?
From Augustine to Aquinas through Lonergan
at least, a large amount of inquiry into the nature
of understanding and its relationship to love has

What we need to know and
think about far exceeds any one
person's learning. And indeed,
collaboration has come more and
more to be a favored mode of
inquiry into the whole range of
subjects mentioned here.
been prompted and guided by an effort to understand the Trinity through analogies to the various
parts of the human soul or spirit. For, so the argument has gone, if we are made in the imago Dei,
we should find by looking within ourselves a faint
image of the Trinity itself in, for example, the relationships among being, knowledge, and will, or,
to take another triad, among love, understanding,
and truth. I have modestly proposed by contrast
here that we might begin by attending to various
academic practices and habits that have developed
over the centuries in order to secure understanding or to various large-scale movements designed
to enable human beings to understand one another
more deeply.
Doing justice to these practices and intentions
will require sooner or later a spiritual vocabulary
in order fully to comprehend them. And it may
be that any such vocabulary will have to be to
some degree syncretistic in order to be functional
and compelling. I know that syncretism is a scare
word to some, but I mean nothing more by it here
than the kind of creative energy that is sometimes
unleashed by the confluence of two traditions of
12
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spirituality. George Saunders, author of the latest
Booker Prize winner, Lincoln in the Bardo, was
raised as a Roman Catholic and eventually became
a Buddhist. The genius of his book derives in part
from his own creative fusion of these two traditions on matters of love, loss, and compassion.
However we begin the project I have outlined,
it is important to get it underway, even though it
is but a small part of a larger enterprise. But it is
especially pressing, since the stakes are very high.
As Boston College philosopher Patrick Byrne,
a student of Lonergan, has put it, "Love without understanding is insipid, mere romanticism.
Understanding without love is what characterizes
our age, an age of so-called rational control and
technological advance which so often is insensitive. The need for an integration of love and
wisdom, expertise, and know-how is the urgent
need of our time:' 20
This essay began with the question of whether
we can love rightly and completely without right
and complete understanding. Perhaps we can,
as Normal Maclean's father preached. But it is
highly doubtful whether we can understand
rightly and completely without loving rightly.
Nicholas Wolterstorff put it this way: "Augustine
believed that only if one departs from the condition of generic humanity and adopts that highly
particular stance which consists of loving God
above all else can one genuinely understand the
fundamental structure of reality. Misplaced love
and hostility hinder knowledge. loving the truly
lovable enables knowledge:' 2 1 In other words,
however much we must and should extend the
range of our sources and enlarge collaboratively
the scope of our ideas, any true account of the
relationship between love and knowledge must
end, even if it does not begin, with God and with
our love of God above all else. t

Mark R. Schwehn is professor of humanities in Christ College, the Honors College
of Valparaiso University. This essay is an
expanded and revised version of a talk
delivered at Baylor's Institute for Faith and
Learning on November 6, 2017.
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Our Sentimental Poet?
Mary Oliver in an Age of Excess
Debra Dean Murphy

S

ENTIMENTALITY IS A CHARGE LEVELED EAS-

ily and often in these cynical times. We
accuse poets, preachers, even politicians of
what Oscar Wilde called "the luxury of an emotion without paying for it" (196). But what is it
exactly? Accusations of sentimentality are routinely left unexplained, as if-like the old line
about pornography-we simply know it when we
see it. Interestingly, Flannery O'Connor thought
that pornography was a particularly salient example of sentimentality (148). Wilde's quip suggests
that sentimentality is both a shortcut and an
indulgence-a foreclosing on complexity and a
pleasure-taking in feeling for feeling's sake. Such
excess-whether the sentiment is pity or love,
anger or fear-tends to bypass rigor, bend toward
hyperbole, and traffic in its own gratification. A
movie on the Hallmark channel, for instance, or
a country song on the radio may elicit tears but
almost always dishonestly, since these forms of
"art" routinely trade in stock plots and characters,
even as they congratulate us for feelings they have
supplied. Unsentimental art is not opposed to
feeling, but evokes it by drawing us into complex
encounters with the messy truth of existence, rendering worlds that deepen our shared humanity
and refuse to cheapen our emotional lives.
The Pulitzer prize-winning poet Mary Oliver,
whose work I both admire and am sometimes
exasperated by, is often accused of sentimentality. In a 2016 essay in First Things, for example,
Benjamin Myers argues that Oliver's poetry can
be like "the smooth pandering of liberal mainline sermons" and is often sentimental in a way
akin to the "deadly heresy of Gnosticism, which
14
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prefers airy spiritualization to God's actual creation:' Myers sees in many of Oliver's poems
"yet another self-congratulatory emotional gesture" and depictions of the created order that are
"flimsy" and "phony:' These are sweeping claims,
and part of what I will argue in this essay is that
grandly dismissive critiques of sentimentality are
often themselves sentimental. My own view is that
much of what Myers criticizes in Oliver is not so
much sentimentality as artlessness-clumsy syntax, word choices that fall flat on the ear and the
tongue, and what another critic, Gyori Voros, calls
"a pattern of mannerisms: the tic of disbelief, the
empty intensifier, the beatific generalization:'
My aim is not to challenge each of these
complaints directly, nor to address Oliver's more
general reputation among some critics as a poet
lacking depth. Her substantial body of work is
decidedly mixed, inarguably uneven-a hazard,
certainly, for anyone in any field whose published output spans more than half a century. But
her most well-known poems, in my view, are not
her best poems. By taking a brief look at some of
the latter (along with a bit of her prose), one can
detect, I suggest, Oliver's own awareness both of
the lure of sentimentality and of particular ways of
naming the world that seek forthrightly to avoid it.
The Complications of Sentimentality

Before turning to Oliver's work I want to note
briefly three questions that emerge in any sustained
consideration of sentimentality. First: If emotion
cheaply wrought is a sure sign of sentimentality,
what or where is the tipping point? Accusations of

sentimentality often assume that the line between
pathos and melodrama, between emotional truth
and emotional manipulation-and the crossing of
such a line-is easy to see (and thus, presumably,
easy to avoid). But is it, always? There are places in
Oliver's poetry where the transgression is apparent, where she edges toward sentimentality and
then awkwardly indulges it. At other times she
seems to set the sentimental trap only to skillfully,
and sometimes playfully, avoid it.
Secondly: What are the connections between
sentimentality and gender? That is, how are
assumptions about masculinity and femininity
encoded in the definition of sentimentality and
its deployment as a putdown? It is uncontested,
for example, that soap operas and romance novels routinely succumb to sentimentality, but what
about military parades and professional hockey
games? While I will note some examples of how
this phenomenon plays out in Oliver's work, it is
also worth considering how sentimentality and
gender operate together in all kinds of texts and
contexts-literary and otherwise. The "muscular" style of a young, energetic male preacher, for
example, might be thoroughly sentimental yet
rarely described in such ways, while a seasoned
female priest's truthful preaching, summoning
an honest emotional reckoning in the hearer, is
falsely charged with sentimentality.
And, finally, as briefly alluded to above: Can
the condemnation of sentimentality itself be sentimental? I suggest it can. Criticizing a work for
short-circuiting depth and complexity with a
snappy, self-gratifying dismissal can mimic the
same affective indulgence it intends to call out.
"The anti-sentimentality stance:' novelist and
essayist Leslie Jamison notes, "is still a mode of
identity ratification, arrows flying instead of tears
flowing" (127). In this age of excess, of the voracious, indecorous consumption of everything
from celebrity trivia to stories of suffering, the
sentimental dismissal of sentimentality is one
form of a pervasive, aggressive tendency toward
fault-finding: the readiness not only to assail the
trite, the saccharine, the emotionally self-indulgent but also to relish the attack itself. In regard to
critical responses to Oliver's work, this seems to be
the most tempting temptation of all.

"Such hints of gladness ... "

Mary Oliver's poetry is characterized by an
attentiveness to the created order that one favorable
critic has described as a "capaciousness of being
that forms the bedrock of compassion" (Zona,
123). For more than forty years, she has explored
the fields and woods, ponds and seashores near her
home in Provincetown, Massachusetts, practicing
patience and giving voice to the desire for a kind of
ecstatic identification with all she encounters:
I want to flow out
across the mother
of all waters,
I want to lose myself
on the black
and silky currents ...
(Oliver, "White Night:' 27-32)
Devoted readers see in Oliver's work the kind
of honesty and wonder that Polish poet and novelist Jerzy Peterkiewicz has named as "the childlike
capacity to live in the gratuity of the present, to
attend to and rejoice in pure particularity" (101).
Her detractors catalog a range of faults. Along
with sentimentality, she is charged with anthropomorphizing the natural world and assuming a
posture of awe and envy that both distances her
from nature and assumes too much intimacy. Many
of these complaints coalesce in the criticism that
Oliver is insufficiently autonomous in her observations of the natural world and her rendering of it in
her poems. She gives in, some say, to a temptation
common to the serious naturalist: the "pathetic fallacy:' a term coined by the nineteenth century art
critic John Ruskin to describe (and deride) the
attribution of human qualities to the non-human
world. For some poets and scholars of poetry,
ecological engagement must necessarily preserve
the boundary between observer and that which is
observed; nothing less than the integrity of one's art
(and the integrity of the world) is at stake.
Claims of anthropomorphizing in Oliver's
work are backed up by allusions to lines in any
number of poems. They include egrets with "such
faith in the world" ("Egrets:' 26); goldfinches
"having a melodious argument" ("Goldfinches,
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1); the "freedom-loving" hummingbird ("Empty
Branch in the Orchard;' 6); and trees that "give
off such hints of gladness" ("When I Am Among
the Trees;' 4) . This assigning of human behaviors
or characteristics to non-human creatures almost
always-no matter the literary genre-leads to the
charge of sentimentality, of a child-like projection
of feelings and motivations which is said to diminish both the art and the artist. It can be that. Mary
Oliver is sometimes guilty of that. But it is more
complicated than that.
The epigraph that opens Oliver's book-length
poem The Leaf and the Cloud (vii) is an extended
passage from Ruskin's multi-part work Modern
Painters and is part of his lengthy meditation on
the veil as a metaphor in works of art of his era. 1
The epigraph not only inspires the title of Oliver's
poem, it also implies some familiarity with
Ruskin's sensibilities. (Oliver writes a good deal
of poetry and prose about several nineteenth-century figures, including Van Gogh, Blake, Shelley,
Wordsworth, and Emerson). While Ruskin's
insights served his own purposes as an art critic of
the Victorian era and most historians consider his
legacy mixed, Oliver's citing him suggests, even if
obliquely, that her own work is informed by his
well-known suspicion of too-romantic a view of
both human nature and the natural world.
More important, though, is how Oliver
uses the vision Ruskin casts of the world we
inhabit-what is known and unknown, seen and
unseen-to craft a poem that seamlessly traverses

these domains (metaphorically that of the leaf
and of the cloud) with both tenderness and cleareyed resolve. In the epigraph, Ruskin alludes to
"the earth's gloom of iron substance:' In Oliver's
poem, the speaker describes her mother as "the
blue wisteria'' (2) and "the mossy stream" (4)-the
inverse of anthropomorphism-and as one who
"did not always love her life, I heavier than iron it
was I as she carried it in her arms, from room to
room ... ("Flare;' 6-8) . Her father "was a demon of
frustrated dreams I was a breaker of trust ... who
"followed God, there being no one else I he could
talk to" ("Flare;' 14-16; 18-19). Later in this segment of the poem as the speaker describes burying
them both and giving them "the kiss of courtesy, I
of sweet thanks, I of anger, of good luck in the deep
earth" (32-34), she also says she "will not give them
the kiss of complicity" (35). The reason for this "is
not lack of love I nor lack of sorrow. I But the iron
thing they carried, I will not carry" (29-31).
Oliver's allusion to Ruskin's "gloom of iron
substance" suggests that she uses this trope to
say something, a little predictably, perhaps, about
the hardness of life and of human hearts, but also
about a resolute (iron) will that still makes room
for love and sorrow and gratitude-for a softness
that is not sentimental but is wise, alert, and hard
won. No shortcuts here, no self-indulgence; rather
a spare, eloquent accounting of the complications of life and love and family relationships that
acknowledges beauty inside suffering, and compassion as a companion to grief and regret.

A sample of Mary Oliver's poetry collections: Evidence (2009), Swan (201 0), Red Bird (2008).
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In an essay called "Flow;' Oliver writes:

tion, too). The astute observer-whether she is a
primatologist or a poet-concludes neither that
other animals are just like us nor that an unbridgeable gulf divides us. The too-eager accusation of
anthropomorphism when Mary Oliver describes
a humpback whale as playful (and the concomitant charge of sentimentality) is itself a sentimental
claim that betrays an unreasoning skepticism.
Recall also the earlier point about gender: the
idea that to condemn a poem or painting or novel
as sentimental is often to operate within the philosophical bias of reason over emotion and thus to
privilege-however unwittingly-terms associated with the ideals of masculinity. Within such
a framework sentimentality is deemed (though
rarely outright named) "womanish": "indulgent,
cheap, shallow, self-absorbed, excessive" (Knight,
418). Sentimentality then is not merely a literary
or artistic defect but a moral flaw, and one linked
to "feminine" traits. As Deborah Knight contends,
sentimentality has often been characterized as
"destructive of the finer and more noble aspects
of the self... [it] is a femme fatale, only she wields
a contagion rather than a gun. Masquerading as
an innocent, and working on the inside, it is the
undoing ofthe rational self" (418). This is subtle,
of course, in how it manifests in art criticism (and
thus all the more pernicious), but it is interesting
that a poet like Wendell Berry, for instance, whose
work is akin to Oliver's, is rarely accused of sentimentality. Yet there are examples in his poetry that
fit the standard criteria outlined above. These clos-

Now it's March, the bluebirds are skating the air. Now it's April and the whales
have come home. The finbacks and the
humpbacks and the rare right whales,
arriving along the coast, corning into
the bay, sometimes into the harbor, their
massive length and weight, churning and
breaching as though they, like us, know
playfulness. He maketh the deep to boil
like a pot, he maketh a path to shine after
him, said Job, who, I fear, could not know
that there is also a reasoning and a gentleness in these mountains of flesh (6).
This passage is an easy target for critics who
police the prohibitions against sentimentalizing
animals by making them seem human. But it is
also, I submit, a testament to what dog lovers and
young children and careful readers of Scripture
know: there is a kinship among all creatures. And
while such connections are mysterious and in
many ways little understood, it is not always foolish nor sentimental to name this kinship-and our
longing to deepen it-in words that are familial
and borne of an intimate, patient, loving attentiveness. Animal behaviorists tell us that what we
know of the inner life of non-human creatures is
what we can infer from their behavior, and that
our observations and interactions create a context
for interpretation (our behavior is part of the equa-
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ing lines of his gorgeous poem "Her First Calf" are
as anthropomorphic as any in Oliver's corpus:
After the months
of his pursuit ofher, now
they meet face to face.
From the beginnings of the world
his arrival and her welcome
have been prepared. They have always
known each other. (13-19)
Berry's speaker describes with unembarrassed
tenderness the first moments between cow and
newborn calf, yet, unlike similar poems of Oliver's
(I think of the last lines of "Ghosts" in American
Primitive), his poetry generally dodges the sentimentality charge.
In his essay on sentimentality, Myers compares Oliver's poem "Green, Green Is My Sister's
House" to Robert Frost's "Birches:' Both are
about trees-climbing them, swinging from their
branches, generally delighting in them. Myers
suggests that Oliver's poem is "ruined" since he
has never known "a completely welcoming tree:'
She "ignores reality, and so the joy she finds in
the tree rings hollow:' "Compounding the sentimentality;' he goes on to say, "is the Peter Pan
syndrome inherent in the scenario of an adult
climbing trees:' Frost, on the other hand, idealizes
childhood "only as a paradise lost" and "presents
a grown person in a real world, not the ever-child
of Oliver's perfectly hospitable nature:' It is not
possible here to go deep into each of these poems
but a few things are worth noting. First, I think
Myers is right to conclude that Frost's is the better
poem. But the weakness of Oliver's is not in a turn
to the sentimental but in a notable artlessnessweak repetitions and ponderous syntax -and in
how the speaker's desire for transcendence draws
attention away from the poem's very earthy subject (the tree who is "a sister to me"), diminishing
the kind of descriptive power that might make this
desire ring true for the reader. Secondly, the crux
of Myers's dismissal of Oliver's poem is in what he
perceives as childishness which, in the discourse
of sentimentality and gender, is often synonymous
with "feminine" or "womanish:' We are back to
the kind of condemnation that thinks it needs no
18
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explanation; it is simply assumed that the reader
shares Myers's supposition that this woman-poet is
an "ever-child" and so her poem-unlike Frost'scannot be a serious one. Myers's own withering
dismissal mimics the qualities he condemns in
Oliver: indulgent, cheap, shallow, self-absorbed,
excessive. 2 And, thirdly, Oliver has a wonderfully
insightful essay in Winter Hours about Frost in
which she notes, among many perceptive observations, that "so often it seems that Frost is about
to float away upon a lilting cadence, or barge away
in some desperate rage, and then he reins himself
in; there is the wondrous restraint, the words that
are rich and resonant: dark and deep (52-53). This
reveals, I suggest, Oliver's own awareness of what
the temptation toward sentimentality entailswhether it's a shortcut to adoration or anger-and
the rewards for resisting it.
"She took me back tenderly ... "

When Oliver writes about playful whales or
a welcoming tree that claps her green hands and
shakes her green hair, the worry that she is sentimentalizing these creatures and natural objects
is understandable. And, as noted earlier, she isn't
always successful in avoiding the sentimentality
trap. But her body of work as a whole seems to me
less about eliciting an easy emotional response in
the reader and more about chronicling her own
attempts to embody, as theologian Douglas Christie
has said about the contemplative life generally,
the capacity and willingness to become
small, to acknowledge the primacy of the
living world, to open oneself completely
to the life of the world, and to do so without any aim beyond the simple pleasure
of the gesture itself: such unselfconscious
simplicity and innocence can become
the foundation of a more responsive and
reciprocal way of being in the world (341) .
Simplicity and innocence, which are often
watch-words in the vocabulary of sentimentality,
are habits of being for Oliver that invite her readers into a relationship with the created order that
is, paradoxically, complex and knowing. That is,

to "become small" is to learn to inhabit the vast
world and to discover with delight something of
our vocation within it and responsibility to it.
Oliver's work also, like the foundational
poetry of Scripture, acknowledges and celebrates
our rootedness in the earth, the quite literal connection between human and humus, Adam and
adamah (the Hebrew word for "ground"). Her
poems then are not "arguments" for how to treat
something called "nature" or "the environment;'
nor are they naive in their understanding of the
world and of the ecological destruction we have
wrought and the catastrophes that likely await
us; they are, much more interestingly, occasions
for the transfiguring of the imagination and a
summons to love. In this she shares something
of the sensibility of biblical theologian Richard
Bauckham, who explores Scripture's idea of "the
community of creation:' Bauckham's vision of
humankind as fellow creatures with all other created beings is a challenge to the traditional view
of humans as masters and dominators of creation.
Similarly, Oliver routinely explores the kinship
that binds all things together:
I thought the earth remembered me,
she took me back so tenderly,
arranging her dark skirts, her pockets
full of lichens and seeds.
I slept as never before, a stone on the river bed,
nothing between me and the white fire of the stars
but my thoughts, and they floated light as moths
among the branches of the perfect trees.
All night I heard the small kingdoms
breathing around me, the insects,
and the birds who do their work in the darkness.
All night I rose and fell, as if in water,
grappling with a luminous doom. By morning
I had vanished at least a dozen times
into something better.
("Sleeping in the Forest")
This "vanishing" is central, I suggest, to
understanding that Oliver is not indulging her
own gratification (a key warning sign of sen tim entality) but is, instead, becoming small, becoming
invisible, even, that she might take her place with
humility and gratitude in "the neighborhood of

nonhuman residents" (Kimmerer, 56). When the
speaker ascribes memory to the very earth-"she
took me back so tenderly" -I am reminded of
the work of plant ecologist Robin Wall Kimmerer
who notes that it is all in the pronouns: "Saying
it makes a living land into 'natural resources: If a
maple is an it, we can take up the chain saw. If a
maple is a her, we think twice" (56).
Memory also matters for the one who would
inhabit the earth in kinship with all other creatures. In Oliver's poem, "The Sea;' the speaker,
while swimming, remembers the primordial existence shared with all living beings who emerged
from the ocean's maternal embrace:
Sprawled
in that motherlap,
in that dreamhouse
of salt and exercise,
what a spillage
of nostalgia pleads
from the very bones! (14-20)
I take Oliver's use of "nostalgia" here to be in
keeping with the early clinical understanding of
the term: acute homesickness. It names the longing, as nature writer Paul Gruchow has observed,
"to be rooted in a place" and to recognize that "we
cannot know where we are now unless we rem ember where we have come from" (7).

M

ARY OLIVER'S DEEP LOVE FOR THE

world, her child-like capacity for
wonder and delight (which is not the
same as childishness), invite her readers not into
emotional indulgence but into "the harvest of presence;' poet David Whyte's term for "an achieved
state of both deep attention and self-forgetting"
(19). In poem after poem the speaker submerges
or diminishes self that the world-perhaps a single, shining leaf or the valentine-faced owl in the
orchard-might emerge more fully, more sharply
rendered, more deeply known. Self-forgetting is
not mindlessness; it is the mindful acceptance of
an invitation: "the world offers itself to your imagination ... announcing your place I in the family
of things:' ("Wild Geese;' 15; 17-18) And despite
complaints that Oliver is a sentimentalist (and too
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much a romantic), she readily acknowledges what
is simply a given: the world presents to us always
and at the same time both beauty and destruction.
There are, Oliver writes in Long Life, "machinations
that lie beyond our understanding-that are not
even nameable ... The beauty and strangeness of the
world may fill the eyes with its cordial refreshment.
Equally it may offer the heart a dish of terror. On
one side is radiance; on another is the abyss" (24).
The destruction and terror we have brought on
ourselves and onto our fellow creatures-warming
temperatures and rising oceans, for instance-are
not addressed overtly in Oliver's poems. In prose,
though, she has stated her views plainly:
My work doesn't document any of the
sane and learned arguments for saving,
healing, and protecting the earth for our
existence. What I write begins and ends
with the act of noticing and cherishing,
and it neither begins nor ends with the
human world (Winter Hours, 99).
My hunch is that as Oliver has witnessed the
increasing degradation of our planet over fifty
years of writing poetry, she has simply lived out
a thesis recently proposed by writer and farmer
Fred Bahnson: "The more urgent our ecological
crisis becomes, the slower our art must proceed:'
In hundreds of poems that have taken readers into

the tides of Cape Cod, into its rivers, swamps,
and ponds, its forests, fields, and neighborhoods,
Oliver has been our companionable guide, our
patient teacher, revealing to us our vocation to be
present to the world around us, to take the time it
takes to learn the creatures to whom we are kin, to
honor, even as we take joy in, their singular worth:
And somewhere the blue damselfly
sleeps in the reeds
it flew back to when it left my wrist
its tiny lungs
inhaling, exhaling, its eyes
staring east where the summer moon
is rising,
brushing over the dark pond,
for all of us, the white flower
of dreams. ("Little Sister Pond;' 51-60)
This is the hard, beautiful work oflove. This is
the antithesis of sentimentality. -f

Debra Dean Murphy is associate professor of religious studies at West Virginia
Wesleyan College. She is the author of
Happiness, Health, and Beauty: The Christian
Life in Everyday Terms (Cascade, 2015) and
Teaching that Transforms: Worship as the
Heart of Christian Education (Brazos, 2004).

Notes
l The epigraph reads: "We have seen that when the earth had to be prepared for the habitation of man, a veil, as it

were, of intermediate being was spread between him and its darkness, in which were joined, in a subdued measure,
the stability and insensibility of the earth, and the passion and perishing of mankind. But the heavens, also, had to be
prepared for his habitation. Between their burning light,-their deep vacuity, and man, as between the earth's gloom
of iron substance, and man, a veil had to be spread of intermediate being;-which should appease the unendurable
glory to the level of human feebleness , and sign the changeless motion of the heavens with a semblance of human
vicissitude. Between the earth and man arose the leaf. Between the heaven and man came the cloud. His life being
partly as the falling leave, and partly as the flying vapour:'
2 Karen L. Kilcup has traced Frost's connections with women writers who are often categorized (and dismissed) as

sentimental, and argues that to fully appreciate Frost's achievements, it is necessary to recover and name the power
of his affective, emotional voice as it both counterposes and collaborates with his more familiar ironic and humorous tones. Kilcup's work problematizes both facile understandings of sentimentality and claims that Frost neatly
transcended his romantic inheritances.
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POTPOURRI
Lamb's ear, rose-hip, orange peel, cinnamon.
Orris root to preserve, essential oil just in case;
we want these dead flowers to last.
Why not extend the life of the rotten pot?
Make it sing with archangels forever and ever?
Give me a fixative when I die

II

so my essence releases slowly.

I!

Let me dry well, morph into the farrago.

!

Maybe then, I'll become more palatablepreferably with wings, a good voice.
But if not, if someone forgets to add
spices and mold sets in with its filaments:
a break down colorful as sunrise.

Bethany Bowman

I
I

II
·__
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I'll Sing On
Treasure Hunts, Dead Composers, and Eternity
Jim Clemens

OT LONG AFTER THE GREAT Y2K SCARE,
I come across a small, early American
tunebook on eBay.
I've spent countless hours searching for additions to my small hoard of antique tunebooks and
hymnals, but this one is new to me: The Christian
Melodist, compiled and arranged by Deerin Farrer
(never heard of him) and printed by William
Williams (ditto) of Utica, New York, in 1828. It
contains, so the title page shouts in all caps, ''A
GREAT VARIETY OF SACRED SONGS AND
HYMNS, OF APPROVED EXCELLENCE."
Approved excellence. How can I ignore that?

N

.f0

Music has saturated my environment since
childhood. Before I reached school age, I sat at the
piano and made up "songs;' which my dad copied down on manuscript paper. Although "There's
a Giant Walking Over You" never topped the
Billboard charts, I still remember it fondly.
My parents, my younger sister, and I sang
every day-wake-up songs, table graces, silly
songs (usually Dad), lullabies (Mom). We sang
along with Sesame Street, Peter, Paul and Mary,
and Fiddler on the Roof In the evenings we gathered in the living room and sang from the Fireside
Book of Children's Songs before bedtime.
Surrounded by four-part a cappella singing at
church, I learned to sing alto, adding tenor and bass
during middle school. While the pastor preached,
I combed through our brick-red songbook, The
Mennonite Hymnal, hunting for treasures to
take me back to a time I imagined through Eric
Sloane's drawings in Diary of an Early American
Boy. Some favorites: the boisterous EASTER

ANTHEM by William Billings (1746-1800), with
its enchanting image of"crystal ports oflight;" the
jubilant CoRONATION by Oliver Holden (17651844), evoking festive fanfares; and the rustic and
beguiling "folk hymns" such as SociAL BAND and
WoNDRous LovE, by the prolific Anonymous.
Those rugged early American tunes grabbed
me by the ears and pulled me into their world.
When I began writing music "for real" during high
school, they supported my own compositions like
hand-hewn barn beams, as they still do today. My
favorite music from that period is peppered with
open fifths, lowered sevenths, irregular phrases,
and modal harmonies-tools I keep in my own
composer toolbox.
A small number of venerable tune collections, including The Southern Harmony of 1835
and The Sacred Harp of 1844, have singing societies devoted to keeping this music alive. But only
a handful of early American tunes make it into
modern hymnals. Hundreds of others passed into
obscurity before the invention of the phonograph,
formless and forgotten.
.f0

Deerin Farrer's curious name rings no
bells, but the publication year of his book on
eBay piques my interest: 1828. The Christian
Melodist-I'll call it TCM-predates both The
Southern Harmony and The Sacred Harp.
Time to make a bid.
A week and $120 later (well-known titles can
fetch many times that price), I'm the book's new
owner. Its dusty-green water-stained paper covers
have been worn away along the edges by the hands
of long-dead singers, revealing the wood beneath.
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The word "Melodist;' printed in gold leaf, adorns
the dark leather spine. I find dog-eared pages,
brown spots called foxing, even purple crayon
marks. But the music and words are legible, the
binding still holds together, no pages have fallen
out-and it smells like one of my favorite places
on earth: a used book store.
f0

On my first visit to The Book Stack in Elkhart,
Indiana, thoughts crowded into my adolescent
head: A whole store full of used books? Why
would anyone ever get rid of a book? I'll never sell
any of mine!
I've explored countless versions of The Book
Stack since the 1970s, in many states and countries. Room after room, floor upon floor of dusty
and faded and fragile and crooked and tattered
and glorious BOOKS, stashed on shelves, wedged
into boxes, heaped in precarious piles.
Mixed in with the delight of so many stories
crammed into one space is the hope that a forgotten, one-of-a-kind treasure is waiting for me-and
the fear that I'll never find it.

P

AGING GENTLY THROUGH DEERIN FARRER'S
collection from nearly two centuries ago, I
recognize many tune names: WINDHAM,
LENOX, CoRONATION, SILVER STREET. But some
are new to me: HUMILIATION, DROOPING SOULS,
DANIEL IN THE LioN's DEN.
Although tunebooks from this era don't
always name composers or authors, Deerin identifies himself as composer or arranger of thirteen
tunes in TCM. This intrigues me, so-with fledgling internet skills but much enthusiasm-! type
his name into Yahoo and pull up ...
Nothing.
Nothing?
I'd expected at least one reference to this composer, maybe something about his schooling, his
life as a singing master, or even just his birth and
death dates. He published his own book, after all.
Well, hold on. Actually, he didn't. He compiled
it. As the title page states, William Williams of
Utica published it in 1828. Can I learn anything
from that?
This time my internet search locates something promising: An Oneida County Printer,
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William Williams-Printer, Publisher, Editor. The
book contains a "bibliography of the press at Utica
... from 1803-1838:'
My interlibrary loan copy ($3.50 for shipping)
arrives a few days later.
Skipping the introduction and foreword, I leaf
through the bibliographies. The section for 1828
lists these titles:
Map of the State ofNew York-by John Fish
Memoirs of Andrew Sherburne- Written by
Himself

I wonder briefly if Himself was acquainted
with Anonymous.
Reading on:
"They That Go Down to the Sea in Ships"Psalmist
Musica Sacra-by Thomas Hastings and
Solomon Warriner

Hastings and Warriner aren't in my good
book; they're among the smug musicians who
took the bite out of hymns by "correcting" them
with European composition methods. But at least
it's a tunebook. Next:
The Patriot's Manual-Compiled by Jesse
Hopkins
Map of the State of Michigan- Engraved by
Balch and Stiles
Roll of Members of the Temperance Society of
Utica

Sounds like a real page-turner.
Finishing out the list:
Common School Manual
Preston's Tables of Interest-by Lyman Preston

Did Mr. Preston include the periodic table?
How about the water table? Did those interest
him? Or did he create etchings of his favorite dining room tables? Or maybeWait a minute. Back the truck up.
Where's the entry for The Christian Melodist?
I double-check the date in TCM, even though

~=====
COliiP

.AND ARRANGED BY DE....,J.,. F
•a" ARRI!!R.

The author's second copy of Deerin Farrer's The Christian Melodist, published in 1828.

I know it like my own reflection in the mirror-1828. Not yet frantic, I inspect the titles
from 1827, then 1829. Still nothing. Using a ruler
to make sure my eyes don't skip around-and to
stem the tide of panic-I examine every title published from 1803 through 1838.
In disbelief, I close the book.
First, nothing about Deerin Farrer in my
search. Now, no reference to Deerin's tunebook
in the publisher's bibliography. I'm not one to cry
"Conspiracy!" -but what was going on here?
Baffled but undeterred, I go back online and
surf around in some library catalogs. Finally,
another lead. The Newberry Library in Chicago
owns a copy of TCM, and-bonus-it includes
some extra bound-in pages and a handwritten
tune on a loose sheet of paper.
The carrot has been dangled.
I've never been able to resist a treasure hunt.
ro
Treasure-an elusive word in a crossword
puzzle, a path through the maze, a fossil of a
prehistoric creature, a photo of a great-greatgrandparent. The thrill of the hunt and the joy of
discovery have kept boredom at bay for as long as
I can remember.
Sometimes I set out on a random adventure
just to see what might happen. A few times a year
I visit a local antique mall to paw through boxes
filled with thousands of old photographs from

estate sales, looking for anything strange or eyecatching.
I've found a few gems, but each holds a tinge of
melancholy. Sprinkled in among images of mountains and trains and lakes and houses are photos
of people posing stiffly for the camera, singing or
dancing, gathered together at a party, setting off
on a honeymoon. The emotional tug comes from
the handwritten notes.
"To my Sweetheart, Love Always, your Maxine:'
"Come visit us soon! Peter K:'
"With great affection, Ruthie. Always remember me:'
The postcard with Ruthie's portrait was sent
from Chicago, addressed to Michael in Springfield,
dated September 20, 1910.
Maybe Michael never wrote back. But I see
you now, Ruthie.

T

HE NEXT TIME WE VISIT MY IN-LAWS NEAR

Chicago, I arrange to spend a day at the
Newberry Library.
The Newberry sits across from Washington
Square Park on West Walton Street in Chicago's
Near North Side. Built of granite in the Spanish
Romanesque style, it was completed just after the
World's Columbian Exposition in the fall of 1893.
At the front desk, I fill out a request to study
the library's copy of TCM, which an attendant will
retrieve from the stacks and bring to a reading
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room within the next hour. While I wait, I distract
myself by making use of the Newberry's complimentary access to a resource that will soon loom
large in my quest: ancestry.com.
Ten minutes in, I've collected a few references
to what might be "my" Deerin Farrer. It shouldn't
surprise me that genealogy hooks me from the
get-go-treasure hunting! I resolve to get my own
subscription to this web site.
An attendant calls my name, and I follow
him to the Roger and Julie Baskes Department of
Special Collections Reading Room. My table holds
a book cradle and a few book weights covered in

It's compelling to imagine that my
ancestors who took part in singing
schools in the early 1800s could
send their experiences into the
future to affect my musical life.
Am I, on some primitive level,
"remembering" this music from
two centuries ago?
velvet. Except for my camera, the things I brought
with me-jacket, briefcase, umbrella, Snapple bottle-are banned from the Reading Room.
Now it's just me and Deerin's book.
This copy of TCM has a different type of
binding than mine-a brown leather spine with
no gold lettering-but mostly the same contents.
My own book has no supplementary pages at the
end as this one does; the Newberry copy lacks the
Errata page that mine has.
One of my favorite rewards in an old book?
Handwriting-doodles, signatures, poems, and
other marginalia added by former owners. As I
pore over this book, I find many handwritten corrections in the musical notation and text. The ink
has faded to pale orange, illuminating many of
these somber hymns with ironic fireworks.
Photography-without flash-is permitted in
the Reading Room, so I photograph every page,
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the inside and outside of both covers, and the
spine. Then I scrutinize everything, focusing on
the corrections, the bound-in supplement, and the
loose sheet of handwritten music-a tune called
THE HAPPY MAN.

ro
In the preface to TCM, Deerin wishes for his
book to be "the happy instrument" drawing people together, "dispersing the sorrows, heightening
the joys, and elevating the devotion" of those who
sing from it.
Would Deerin be a happy man, knowing that
his book fell into obscurity, a few decomposing
copies buried in dusty archives?
Or am I struggling with my own fears of being
forgotten, imagining my own works-my own
life-fading into anonymity?

B

ACK HOME AFTER MY NEWBERRY VISIT,

I

print out color copies of all my photos,
blurry or not, and set to work following
some new clues. An inscription on one of the
book's endpapers reads "Present to Rebecca Pierce,
1834:' With genealogical fervor and my new
friend, ancestry.com, I find that Deerin Farrer's
sister Sarah married Richard W Pierce, and that
Sarah and Richard's eighth child, Rebecca, was
born in 1820, eight years before the publication of
TCM.
Did Uncle Deerin give this book to his teenage niece? And might the inscription-possibly
even the editorial markings-have been penned
by the tunebook compiler himself?
Speculative, yes. But enticing.

ro
With my own family tree full of musicians,
maybe my affinity for two-hundred-year-old
songs is encoded into my genetic memory.
Whimsical philosophizing? Maybe. But it's
compelling to imagine that my ancestors who took
part in singing schools in the early 1800s could
send their experiences into the future to affect
my musical life. Am I, on some primitive level,
"remembering" this music from two centuries
ago? And if so, will the music I'm hearing nowthe music I'm writing now-help to shape the life
of someone eight generations down the line?

S

OON AFTER MY JOURNEY TO CHICAGO,

I

visit the Menno Simons Historical Library
at Eastern Mennonite University in
Harrisonburg, Virginia, not far from my home.
Although the library houses an appealing collection
of tunebooks, the librarians haven't come across
The Christian Melodist. However, they tell me that
a doctoral student from the University of Kentucky
has recently visited, working on his ambitious dissertation involving the study of hundreds of early
American tunebooks.
The student's name is Nick, and I begin corresponding with him by email. Quick to lend
his expertise, Nick gives me a lead on an 1841
newspaper article from New York's Fayetteville
Luminary, which mentions Deerin Farrer's antislavery stance and secession from the Methodist
Episcopal Church: "[W]e cannot any longer with
a clear conscience submit and give our support to
a church that upholds a system of slavery, which,
in the language of Wesley is, 'the vilest that ever
saw the sun:"
I don't know much about Deerin yet, but I
think we could have been friends.
Nick's lengthy email also includes something
tantalizing: he saw a copy of TCM at the American
Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts.
Before long, I've arranged to study this copy of
Deerin's book, and it bears nearly the same editorial markings as the Newberry's does. To my
untrained eye, the handwriting and faded-ink
fireworks look similar, too.
Now I know of three copies of TCM, but
with the help of Nick's exhaustive tunebook dissertation, it becomes clear that Deerin's own
compositions never made it into later collections.
I can think of reasons for this: Deerin didn't know
the "right" people. Or Deerin lacked the wherewithal to travel and introduce his book to a wider
audience. Or Deerin didn't want to let anyone else
publish his works.
And then, the one that worries me the most:
Maybe Deerin's compositions weren't good
enough to make the cut.
.f0

During the early days of my pursuit ofDeerin,
I studied music composition with Jon Polifrone,
a composer who had four of his works nomi-

nated for a Pulitzer Prize during his lifetime. We
enjoyed each other's dry humor, and he often
regaled me with stories of famous composers he'd
met, including Ralph Vaughan Williams and Alan
Hovhaness. He also spoke of his friendship with
composer and humorist Peter Schickele, a musician I admire.
During our lessons, Jon could get restless if
we stayed on one topic for too long, so we'd go for
a walk, or listen to music composed by someone
else, or talk about the greyhounds he raised with
his wife, Sharon.
After one of our lessons, Jon handed me a CD
of his Requiem: For Those We Love, an hour-long
work for soloist, choir, and orchestra. When I
thanked him for the gift, he told me-in his typical sardonic manner-that I should reserve my
thanks until after I had listened to it.
"I once suggested to Sharon that Requiem
might be the piece I'll be known for;' Jon said. "But
since my wife likes to keep me cut down to size ..."
He paused, gave a small snort, then continued.
"She said, 'What makes you think you'll be known
for anything?"'
We laughed at this together. But there was an
edge to it.
Jon died in 2006. Will anyone know his music
in 2106?

W

HO WAS THIS OBSCURE DEERIN GUY,

anyway? And why can't I let him go?
I uncover nothing new for several
months, so I decide to sift through my United
States Census data to see if anything pops up. The
1860 census places him in Darien, Wisconsin, so
I contact the Darien Public Library and describe
my project to a reference librarian. She puts me in
touch with an elderly Darien resident known to
the locals as Sherlock Shirley.
Shirley and I hit it off right away. She's soon
sending me foot-long emails detailing her findings-along with litanies of her physical ailments
and the trials of being nearly eighty years old. She's
a hoot! Our email exchanges and phone conversations feel so natural that it seems like we've known
each other for years.
With help from ancestry.com, Shirley and I
piece together Deerin's likely trail: born in Scituate,
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Massachusetts; married to Mary Ockinton in
Keene, New Hampshire; raised a family in Tully
Vallev. New York: ~nrlli vPr1 rmt hie rl-,uc ;~ ~~,.•1-.

Deerin
son of

The Energy of Small Oil

David K. Weber

T

HE WORD PARABLE LITERALLY MEANS TO

"to throw alongside of' To tell a parable is
to throw down a fictional story alongside
the facts of existence. This throw-down creates a
middle interpretive space for the fiction to transform the facts. When done well, parabolizing
generates literary and artistic energy that extends
beyond the first telling of the story. For example,
Luke's telling of the parable of the prodigal son
gets read by Rembrandt, who recognized himself in the story and then painted The Return of
the Prodigal Son, which may be the greatest story
ever painted. Then in 1994, Henri Nouwen, seeing himself in both the painting and the story,
writes the beautiful meditation The Return of the
Prodigal Son: A Story of Homecoming. Better than
any mythical perpetual motion machine, the welltold parable gains energy over time.
The parable of the wise and foolish virgins
in Matthew 25 is not typically a favorite. Perhaps
this is because the great folly of the foolish seems
like a trivial mistake that inexplicably resulted in
an absolute rejection. This, coupled with the cold
callousness of the wise to the plight of the foolish, means the parable is oftentimes avoided, if
not disliked. It also means we will have to work

tion. Still others recognize the need for definition
because the internal relationships in this kingdom
are counter-intuitive: The poor in spirit somehow have the advantage; its glory is for the least
of these; you grow up to become like a little child,
and wealth is treated like weight-the less you
have, the better off you are. Moreover, since Freud
effectively defined belief in this hidden kingdom
as neurotic, superstitious wish fulfillment, we have
to work ever harder to know what we mean when
we pray "thy kingdom come:'
When the inner workings of the kingdom of
heaven are like a wedding feast, severity tends to
obscure any sense of festivity. In the parable told
in Matthew 22, the A-listed guests' rejection of
their invitations results in an invitation going to
the town's despicables. When one of these B-list
guests refuses to adhere to the dress code, he is
banished to an eternity of weeping and gnashing
his teeth, leaving us to wonder why he had ever
thought it was a good idea to accept the invitation. And in the parable before us, the exclusion
of half the bridesmaids (disturbingly captured in
William Blake's painting) eclipses the festivity of
the wedding feast. While we are supposed to be
wise, it is impossible to identify with the wise vir-

William Blake's The Parable of the Wise and Foolish Virgins (detail), ca. 1799-1800.

the wise virgins gustily singing a favorite hymn:
"Some are welcome, some are welcome, some are
welcome in this place:'
Folly, Fear and Trembling

So, to understand the parable's energy, we
are to identify with the foolish virgins. Again,
Blake's characterization makes this easy, because
his characters depict a shame that we have all
felt when our foolishness is brought to light. In
a sense, the images of the foolish are cathartic,
in giving a license to admit to being a screw-up,
which is the deep freedom of repentance. Except
these foolish characters are not free; the damning effect of their folly is so final. It is this finality
that S0ren Kierkegaard recognized as fueling the
parable's energy.

Using the title of his most famous book about
the faith of Abraham, Kierkegaard prayed, "Thou
my God and Father! The question of my salvation
concerns no other being but me-and thee ...
Should there not, ought there not, must there
not, be fear and trembling till the last? Was it not
the fault of the foolish virgins that they became
sure, and went to sleep; while the wise virgins
kept awake?"
Recently, I foolishly started reading Dead
Wake: The Last Crossing of the Lusitania by Eric
Larson. (By foolishly, I mean I've been shirking
my duties because I've been blowing through
Larson's gripping historical stories.) One disturbing image of the Lusitania's sinking in 1915 was
the bottoms-up floating corpses. How this came
to be is a long story of folly. The Lusitania's passengers left New York for Liverpool assured that
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they were safe because the Lusitania was nearly
impossible to sink. Moreover, Cunard, the shipping line, had learned from the Titanic disaster
to have enough lifeboats and life jackets, and the
crew offered daily, voluntary tutorials to show
passengers how to put the lifejackets on. But few
availed themselves to these tutorials, because
they didn't need to worry, having heard assurances of the ship's superior design, seeing all the

The parable means to incite

-

us to love. Luther's catechetical formulation,
"We must fear and love God" captures this staging. The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom,
which puts an end to fear. The fool who says in
his heart that there is no God is still left with
fear. Fear concentrates the mind; knowing what
we truly fear losing helps us understand what we
truly love. When fear is rightly recognized, it is a
necessary but temporary stage that energizes our
desire to enter the domain of the perfect love that
casts out fear.

fear, to show that fear is real but

Small Oil's Big Energy

not final. The parable aims to

The parable is an imaginative way to come
to grips with the fearfulness of my existence. I
do not need a parable to come to grips with the
incurable anxiety and despair of existing. I need
the parable to reveal an alternative. Kierkegaard
recognizes that I fear because I am a single individual, which means there are things that cannot
be shared. The oil cannot be shared because it
represents the aspects of existence that each of
us experiences alone. No one eats, thinks, sleeps,
suffers, dies, or decides to learn to wear a lifejacket except on their own. It causes us fear to
recognize that that "The question of my salvation concerns no other being but me-and thee:'
Things that cannot be shared are inner things of
the spirit, which means the wise and foolish are
hard to distinguish from the outside.
And so, as single individuals, we must know
ourselves from the inside by knowing what fuels
the light of life. Without fuel, a lamp is not a
light, and, says Amos, God hates attention to
external things that have lost the inner light of
life: "I hate, I despise your festivals, and I take
no delight in your solemn assemblies .... let justice roll down like waters, and righteousness like
an ever-flowing stream" (Amos 5:21, 24) . The oil
gives inner life, even in a fearful, unmanageable
world. There are the bad days when you manage
to flee a lion only to run into a bear. Then you
manage to escape into a house, where you rest
your hand on a wall and get bitten by a snake.
The next thing you know, you're floating head
down in an ocean. The world is fearful because
it is unmanageable. The Wisdom of Solomon

transform this experience of fear
by making it a stage on life's way
that brings us to love.
new, ample life boats, and believing the company's advertisements that the Germans would
never torpedo a ship with so many Americans
aboard. Paying attention to lifejackets didn't seem
wise until the torpedo struck. Then, because of
the speed with which the ship sank, the lifeboats
could not be launched. The difference between
life and death was knowing the instructions on
wearing a lifejacket. To have loved instruction
was life; to have avoided instruction resulted in
the fear and trembling finality of floating head
down and feet up.
The finality of the foolish virgins' exclusion
is meant to ratchet up the parable's imaginative
experience of fear and trembling. It does this by
invoking the energy of the shame of Adam and
Eve's exile from Eden-to coin a phrase. This is
the energy of the primordial fear of being locked
in or shut out, which explains why the key is such
a powerful symbol of Christian hope. This is why
exile from Eden was fearful but not final. The
exclusion rather fueled the deep desire to find
our way back to paradise. The parable means to
incite fear, to show that fear is real but not final.
The parable aims to transform this experience of
fear by making it a stage on life's way that brings
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expresses the alternative: "The beginning of wisdom is the most sincere desire for instruction,
and concern for instruction is love of her, and
love of her is the keeping of her laws, and giving
heed to her laws is assurance of immortality, and
immortality brings one near to God; so the desire
for wisdom leads to a kingdom" (Ws. 6: 17-20).
The inner oil is the wisdom that cannot be
shared because it comes by in-struction. Hope that
depends on re-structuring the outside is always
appealing because it is foolish. The oil is the hope
of that in-structuring that "leads to a kingdom"
where perfect love casts out the fear of our foolishness. There is much folly afoot these days, and

the fear is palpable. The alternative is Wisdom,
which "is r adiant and unfading, and she is easily
discerned by those who love her, and is found by
those wh o seek her" (Ws. 6:12). The parable sum mons us to a better way of existing. '\l-

David K. Weber is lecturer in theology at
Valparaiso University. This essay is adapted
from a sermon he gave at Valparaiso
University's Chapel of the Resurrection on
November 13, 2017.
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Friend-I've heard the four a.m. coughs,
stood by the crib to count spaces between breaths.
I've sat in a doctor's office & tried to make
words make sense: Spina Bifida, birth defect.
I've Googled & searched, read, bled, talked
& still I can't find the words to tell you

what it's like to watch her walk on legs
her body conspired to deaden. I've begged
God for answers & felt like a surly teen
come in past curfew. Why are you so mad
at me? What did I ever do to you? Sad
old man, rocking-chair bound, knee-length
beard, cudgel in hand, sitting up all night
after checking my room & killing the light.

Jeff Newberry

:
I

I
I
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Holy Recognition and the #Me Too
Movement
Caryn D. Riswold

T

HE

#METOO

MOVEMENT

ISN'T

ABOUT

Hollywood. It's about the holiness of being
seen and heard. It's about the strength
found in community and the grace of solidarity.
We long to have the pain of our lives carried
by someone else. To be held, acknowledged, and
validated by another is to be known and thus to
become more human.
For survivors of sexual abuse, harassment,
and assault, the moment when someone else
believes your story has profound, irreplaceable
significance. The default in patriarchal culture to
not hear, trust, or believe women still exists in our
culture today. So, when others start to hear and
believe the experiences of survivors, it fundamentally alters reality.
Tarana Burke, activist and founder of Just Be
Inc., established the Me Too Movement in 2006
as a way to name the connective tissue of sexual
abuse and assault that binds innumerable women
and men, and that linked her to one young member of a community group she was working with at
the time. After hearing the girl share details of the
"monstrous things" that her stepfather was doing
to her, Burke confessed her inability to respond in
the moment. She cut the girl short and referred
her to another counselor.
"I will never forget the look [on her face]
because I think about her all of the time.
The shock of being rejected, the pain of
opening a wound only to have it abruptly
forced closed again-it was all on her
face. And as much as I love children, as
much as I cared about that child, I could
not find the courage that she had found.

I could not muster the energy to tell her
that I understood, that I connected, that
I could feel her pain . ... I watched her put
her mask back on and go back into the
world like she was all alone and I couldn't
even bring myself to whisper... me too:'
(Burke, 2013)
When someone says "me too" in response to
another's pain, the two become bonded, and open
wounds receive the healing art of attention. The
grace of being recognized displaces the shock of
rejection. Being seen and heard is the only way we
find and found community, and it's how we are
loved by the divine.
In Genesis 16, Hagar has struggled under her
abusive mistress, Sarai, who "dealt harshly with
her:' Unable to stand any more mistreatment,
Hagar, pregnant with Abraham's child, runs away
into the wilderness. An angel of God finds her
there, speaks to her, and counsels a difficult path
forward: Return to Sarai. Though we aren't told
Hagar's immediate response, based on the angel's
promise that "I will so greatly multiply your
offspring that they cannot be counted for multitude;' we can imagine that Hagar balked. Return?
Submit to the woman who abused me for doing as
she instructed me to in the first place? As I was supposed to do? Are you kidding me?
After the annunciation promising her great
things through the son she had conceived, Hagar
names God: "You are El-Roi [God who sees]; for
she said, "Have I really seen God and remained
alive after seeing him?" (Gen 16:13).
Hagar is the only woman in the Bible who
names God. She gives name to the experience of
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Hagar in the Wilderness (detail) by Camille Corot, 1835.

voters overlooked the pain that so many women
and men carry every day and voted for him anyway. They trusted him and disbelieved survivors.
So survivors turned to each other because
that seemed like all they could do. Solidarity, as
described by Chandra Mohanty, includes "mutuality, accountability, and the recognition of
common interests as the basis for relationships
among diverse communities .. .. Diversity and
difference are central values here-to be acknowledged and respected, not erased in the building of
alliances" (Mohanty, 2003: 7). Women and men
of the #MeToo movement are not all claiming to
have had the same experiences. Rather, they are
empathetically standing with, seeing, and hearing
each other when it seems that no one else does.
Like Hagar, they are in the wilderness where "survival and quality oflife come to the surface ... And
the divinity is at work in the process" (Williams,
1993: 20) . Together, seen and heard by God, they
are naming a common threat-abuse in its manifold incarnations-in pursuit of a common goal:
truth; recognition; maybe even justice. Because
only in solidarity can survivors say confidently:
It's not us. It's you. f

Caryn D. Riswold is a feminist theologian in
the Lutheran tradition. She is professor of
religion and gender & women's studies at
Illinois College in Jacksonville, Illinois.
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faith

Darkness, Shadow, Light
Joel Kurz

Darkness

A

SMALL GROUP OF PARISHIONERS SILENTLY

worked its way through our congregation's backyard that Friday, stopping at
various points for a reading and prayer led by
our seminary intern. It was Good Friday, and
we had set up the Stations of the Cross on the
vast lawn behind the church. At each station, I
held up a black-and-white image depicting the
scene. Although we were commemorating a day
of darkness, that afternoon was actually bright
and warm. I studied the billowy cloud above our
cross-topped steeple as we listened and prayed,
noting that it looked like a shroud ready to receive
the dead body of Jesus.
As we walked, it all seemed too idyllic, too
stylized, too sanitized. I thought of those who
walk the stations in the places of pain where they
live-where murders have happened, where violence persists, where hope is derelict. The body of
Jesus, stripped of all dignity and encompassed by
darkness, was hard to see on this day of light at
the height of spring, but that's when the shadow
was cast.
At the second-to-last station, a short, bearded
man with dark hair and a duffle bag walked across
the lawn and joined us. He was on his phone,
speaking sparsely and in a muffled tone, seemingly attentive to what was unfolding. Who is
he? I wondered. Is he from the newspaper? If not,
what's in the bag? Although I wanted to give him
the benefit of the doubt, I found myself wondering if he had a sinister plot. I was sure that some
of the parishioners were entertaining the same
thought and trusting that I would intervene.
We moved on to the last station-the porticocovered, cement-slab entryway to our building,
perfect for our recollection of Jesus' dead body
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placed in the tomb. Just as we started that somber litany, a homeless man I know burst onto
the scene-a slurred crier raggedly clothed and
calling out, He could die! He needs help, please!
I handed the placard to someone in our group
and went with him, the bearded stranger coming
along and already calling 911.
Behind the strip-mall adjacent to our lot
was a man on the pavement by a dumpster, near
death from alcohol poisoning. I recognized him
right away; only a few weeks earlier he had come
to our portico looking for a place to stay, and I
had taken him-shaking with DTs-to the recovery center, where we talked and prayed with a
counselor before getting his permission to call an
ambulance. Now here it was past noon on Good
Friday and I was on the pavement with him,
holding his hand missing several fingers, praying
to the Suffering Servant, and trying to coax this
man alive.
Once the ambulance took him away, the
bearded stranger walked with me to my office and
told me why he had come. He had been a loader
for a trucker but got dumped after a falling-out.
Abandoned and without resources, he was trying
to get out to California to live with his brother.
Someone had told him to come find me for help.
We had a connected conversation about life and
Good Friday, what had happened to him and the
man by the dumpster-how he had helped, and
how truly good it was to get him a train ticket and
on his way.

Shadow

D

URING A MIDWEEK SERVICE THE FOL-

lowing Advent, while singing through
Holden Evening Prayer in our sanctuary, the familiar words of the Evening Hymn

'0'
After having
hit me with new~
~
been
shipped
found resonance:
t:l
and
reassem"God of daybreak,
bled, "God of
God of shadows,
Shadows" went
come and light
public in our
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sanctuary just
Moments
earin time for
lier we had sung
Holy
Week's
about Jesus being
culminating
the light of the
recollection of
world, the light no
Jesus'
crucidarkness can overfixion,
burial,
come, and prayed
and resurrecthat he would let
tion. Those who
his light scatter
looked to the
the darkness and
side wall saw the
shine within his
darkened figure
people gathered
of Jesus-visible
here. We were in
as a prisoner
the dark of night
between three
and winter in an
metal bars conillumined sanctuary, approaching
nected to three
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winter
solstice
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Depending on
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darkness to light
the time of day,
in the incarnation
shadows
cast
of Jesus, the Light
of Light. My mind
themselves on
and heart immethat wall and
those
panels,
diately turned to " God of Shadows," Nathan Kurz's art installation at Bethlehem
Lutheran
Church
in
Warrensburg,
Missouri.
inviting
the
the
crucifixion
viewer to reflect
piece that had
been installed on
on the personal and divine borderlands between darkness
our north wall since the previous Palm Sunday-a
and light. A brochure that my brother wrote to
bent-wire and painted burlap work by my brother
called "God of Shadows:'
accompany the work states, "Let us not forget ...
that the magnificence of light is revealed through
He had sculpted the wire into the body of
the dark-and not in its absence. In art, as in life,
Jesus and covered it with black resin back in 2011.
shadows are essential to complete the image-to
I was with him that fall in Munich to help install
it and its surrounding white panels for his exhibit
shape, reflect, and give meaning to the light:'
On the Road to Nineveh. Among those attending
Twenty-one years ago, when I was setting up
my first apartment, I began using candles and oil
the gallery was an atheist who found the piece
lamps instead of electric light. In stark contrast
profoundly moving and engaged my brother in a
to the bright lights that banish darkness, the
deeply searching discussion about life and death,
faint flames illumine only their immediate envisuffering and meaning. In the five years following,
however, the piece was stored away and seen by
rons and create shadows on surrounding walls. I
no one.
need this reminder that everything is not illumiLent 2018
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nated; that we dwell in places and circumstances
where even a faint light holds the darkness at
bay and exposes what otherwise would not have
been seen.

How can we not exult in Christ
the Light bursting from the
darkened tomb in this time past
the spring equinox, when longer
daylight, increasing warmth,
and green growth pushes toward
resurgence?
Light

I

N OCTOBER OF 1977 , THE NOTED SURGEON,

professor, and essayist Richard Selzer spoke
these words at the dedication ofHope Unitarian
Church in Tulsa, Oklahoma: "What a far cry this
is from my idea of what a church ought to be. It
is more than a far cry; it is a far shriek .. .. For one
thing, it is too bright. All this immense wattage!
As though you have somehow captured the sun
itself, and given orders that it brighten the corners
where you are. Light bulbs betray us, give away
our arrogance and terror. ... You let in the light
and you flush away the mystery" (83). Despite
our need of shadow, how many of us cannot help
but long for effusive light that disperses the hold
of darkness? We cannot help but exclaim with the
psalmist that our souls know the weight of the
dark and "wait for the Lord more than watchmen
for the morning" (130:6). How can we not exult in
Christ the Light bursting from the darkened tomb
in this time past the spring equinox, when longer
daylight, increasing warmth, and green growth
pushes toward resurgence?
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During Easter, those raised from death
through baptism into Christ can scarcely do better
than live with renewed attentiveness to what Paul
(who himself saw the Risen Jesus in blinding light)
laid clearly before the Ephesian Christians: "At one
time you were darkness, but now you are light in
the Lord. Walk as children of light (for the fruit
of light is found in all that is good and right and
true), and try to discern what is pleasing to the
Lord" (5:8-10). The Church cannot help but revel
in and live out the light that God has given and
that makes us partakers of resurrection in Christ.
Remembering past darkness can indeed amplify
the light and remind us of its redeeming purpose.
Selzer ended his address forty years ago with
these stunning words that I believe can guide us in
living as light in darkness, attentive to shadow: "I
applaud the democracy with which God dispenses
holiness, having taken the bulk of it away from
those few old men and young virgins in whom it
formerly reposited, and spread it about among the
rest of us, so that we, each of us, Jew and Gentile,
priest and prostitute, can count on being graced
by at least one shaft of it before we die. One shaft
of grace ... But that's enough. For in that moment,
it is given to us to know Love" (90). ;-

Joel Kurz is pastor of Bethlehem Lutheran
Church in Warrensburg, Missouri, and a
contributor to The Center for the Care of
Creation.
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Chicago Stories and Beyond:
A Review of Matt W ilson's Honey and Salt
Josh Langhoff

seemed to go on behind my son's eyes. This was
N 2017, THE DRUMMER AND COMPOSER MATT
jazz as he understood it, with reference pointsWilson accomplished a rare feat. Not only was
melodies, steady rhythms, a guitar, poetry and
his album, Honey and Salt: Music Inspired By
songs-he knew how to enjoy. The band's music
the Poetry of Carl Sandburg, one of the year's most
reached from the stage like a convivial handshake.
accessible jazz releases; it was also one of the most
Coincidentally, Roscoe Mitchell's latest album,
experimental. The accessibility was on full disthe ruminative Bells for the South Side, sits next to
play at September's Chicago Jazz Festival, where
Matt Wilson's Honey and Salt on the most recent
Wilson's quintet played to a hometown crowd, or
at least the next best thing: Wilson grew up downNPR Jazz Critics' Poll; they were respectively voted
the #7 and #8 jazz albums of 2017. Even though
state, next to Sandburg's hometown of Galesburg,
they sound very different
and Sandburg famously
from one another, both
made his poetic name with
SO
'S
albums result from musi1915's Chicago Poems.
HONEY
AND SALT
cal
experiments-you
The band's music alter- MVSJCI liT TH11 POBTIIT Or CARL 8AIWDaUIUI
nated between raucous,
can hear their musicians
testing out new ideas and
New
Orleans-inspired
forms. The idea of experifunk grooves and pretty,
mental jazz has enjoyed
country-flavored songs
a sometimes fraught hisled by guitarist and singer
tory, with traditional
Dawn Thomson. The
enthusiastic Millennium
players griping about the
liberties taken by more
Park crowd ate it up.
"out" musicians. ("He's
I'd lured my twelvetrying new things, but he
year-old son, a budding
hasn't mastered his instruguitarist, to his first Jazz
ment yet;' the bandleader
Fest with the promise of a
train ride and junk food,
Maynard Ferguson infaand we'd arrived earlier in the afternoon for a set
mously complained of free jazz saxophonist
by Chicago jazz legend Roscoe Mitchell. My son
Ornette Coleman.) In general, though, musicians
sat politely while Mitchell and his band alternated
tend to investigate and appreciate what their peers
long solos that showcased their extended techare doing, and tastes overlap. Especially in our
niques. (Mitchell explored some fluttery, squeaky
modern jazz landscape, where small audiences
patterns beyond the upper range of his soprano
exist for just about any subgenre you can name,
saxophone.) When the band swelled to a tuneless
playing a variety of sensibilities makes it easier for
cacophony, I was in free jazz heaven; my son asked
musicians to pick up gigs. Over the course of his
how soon we could eat. After Mitchell's band fintwenty-five-year career, Wilson has drummed on
ished, we visited a food truck and threw a football
records of spacey explorations and straightforward standards, excelling at both while cultivating
around by the Art Institute, then returned to the
park. When Wilson's band started playing, a light
a spectrum of friendships. His experimenting on
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Honey and Salt is both practical and gregarious.

On each song, Wilson and his collaborators seem
to be asking themselves, "Which technique will
make this particular Sandburg poem really pop?"
Wilson chooses eighteen short works spanning Sandburg's career, from Chicago Poems to
some that first appeared in 1951's Pulitzer Prizewinning Collected Poems, and arranges his source
material differently from track to track. No two

Wilson and his collaborators seem
to be asking themselves, "Which
technique will make this particular
Sandburg poem really pop? ''
settings sound alike. This is even more impressive
when you consider the album only features five
musicians: a rhythm section of Wilson and bassist
Martin Wind, the horn duo of cornetist Ron Miles
and multi-reedist Jeff Lederer, and singer-guitarist
Dawn Thomson. Sometimes Wilson writes gentle
prairie waltzes for her, lovely enough; but the more
interesting songs let Thomson deliver poems as
though they were jazz heads. The album-opening "Soup" ("I saw a famous man eating soup ...")
becomes a twisting tune for Thomson's voice
and guitar over a hard-swinging blues groove,
the horns punctuating Sandburg's phrases. After
Thomson finishes the melody, the punctuation
takes over, and everyone solos together in a jumble
that's as fun as it is noisy. Throughout the album,
such simultaneous soloing also proves an effective
time-saving technique: "Soup" clocks in at 4:52,
short for a contemporary jazz tune, and it's one of
just a handful that exceed four minutes.

F

OR OTHER POEMS, WILSON INVITES GUEST

musicians to recite rather than play.
Pianist Carla Bley reads "To Know Silence
Perfectly" before and after a simple theme for
horns and guitar, her unadorned voice bids listeners to notice the silences between the phrases.
Using a completely different strategy, the bassist Christian McBride turns "Anywhere and
Everywhere People" into a rhythmic game for
48
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the horn section. Every time he says one of a few
key words, cornet and sax match his syllables
with short melodic motifs, situating Sandburg's
wry social commentary in the aural company
of the Beat poets who came a generation later.
Occasionally the readers really ham it up, but the
band usually has a different wrinkle in mind. After
the actor Jack Black growls out the grizzled advice
of "Snatch of Sliphorn Jazz"-"Be happy kid, go
to it, but not too doggone happy" -drums and
soprano sax contradict him, unfurling a threeminute duet of slaphappy rhythm and melody.
Honey and Salt is full of such high-spirited
moments, with soloists jostling to outdo one
another over busy one- or two -chord grooves.
Wilson has arranged his music to heighten
Sandburg's own populism. The American populist
impulse has always flirted with darker temptations,
some of which-nativism, bigotry, anti-intellectualism-continue to rear their ugly heads in our
politics. But the populism of Sandburg's Chicago
Poems reflects the open-hearted everyman attitude the poet ascribed to his adopted city. This
attitude would have been easy to parody-imagine a solemn voice intoning the phrase "city of the
big shoulders" over majestic horn fanfares , and try
not to gag-but Wilson has wisely chosen poems
that showcase Sandburg's smaller, more playful or
thoughtful sides. At one point, he reduces everything to his own drum kit and the poet's words.
In "Fog;' Wilson's moody solo accompanies
Sandburg's own recording of the poem, a welcome
breather that forever changes the way listeners will
read this much-anthologized metaphor. "Drum
solo plus recorded poem" is an unlikely recipe for
a crowd pleaser, but in the context of this project,
Wilson makes "Fog" a centerpiece of both album
and live set.
As happens with any noble experimenter,
Wilson doesn't always succeed. One four-song
mid-album stretch focuses on what Wilson has
called in an interview "touchy feely Americana"those polite prairie waltzes that sound fine for
a single song, but grow wearing when lumped
together. Nor do all the songs translate to a live setting. "Choose" makes a fun, madcap march (with
piccolo!) from a poem inspired by Sandburg's
time as a Milwaukee Socialist:

The single clenched fist lifted and ready,
Or the open asking hand held out and
waiting.
Choose:
For we meet by one or the other.
On record, the entire band belts out the poem as
a mock protest song, its melody romping through
several different keys. It turns out this melody is
hard to sing-too hard, at least, for Wilson's Jazz
Fest audience. When Wilson tried to press us into
a group singalong, we rewarded him by staring
blankly back at the stage. "Choose" might not take
the place of "This Land Is Your Land" any time

soon, but like all the experiments on Honey and
Salt, the song functions best as the solution to a
problem: How to best capture the spirit of this
poem? With Carl Sandburg's poems refracted
through Matt Wilson's skill at arranging, those
solutions are smart and easy to love, rooted in
American tradition while continually searching
for new ways to hear it. '

Josh Langhoff is a church musrcran living
in the Chicago area . He is also the founder
of NortefioBiog, a mostly English-language
website devoted to regional Mexican music.

I THOUGHT I HEARD THE ANGELS SING
Today I almost absalomed my head
While biking to the Kwik-Trip north of Main.

I!

Why would so much of nature have us dead?

li

Why this proclivity to dole out pain ?

li

By grace alone, I ducked in time to hear

[I

My helmet scrape across the under-bark.
I know this doesn't mean I'm in the clear.
I've read my Eliot, 0 dark dark dark.
But I'll take any break that comes my way,
Each non-malignancy and whoa-close call
Between right now and let's call it a day.

I

If the ride must end, I'm predisposed to stall,

II

To stop my ears when I hear heavenly choirs,

li

To ask the bug-eyed reaper, where's the fire?

i

I'

I

Bill Stadick
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PATMOS LYRIC #4
I am writing this naked, crouching above stick in
The mud, my flesh-sweat stinking of fish I netted
In the shallows. I am waiting for RevelationWhen Christ crouched in the dust and wrote in the sand near
The captured adulteress, He waited like this
For words to transform the dirt into a solid
Epistle. The woman wept. The men with the rocks
Shifted weight impatiently, copper and salt of
Blood on their tongues. But the earth clods understood
Waiting for language was a virgin pregnancy.
The surface seems inert, dire, even, but when scratched
Just so, water and land get rightly divided.
The Creator proclaims in Aleph, Bet, "Light be;'
And behold, there is light. The rocks from clenched fists drop.
Woman loses her accusers. The ground upholds
Her bare feet running away.

Anne Babson
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The Poetry of Pilgrimage
A Review of A Gathering of Larks by Abigail Carroll
and Still Pilgrim

by Angela Alaimo O'Donnell

Joshua Gage

W

HEN ONE THINKS OF A PILGRIM, ONE

envisions a devoted person traveling
to some sacred destination, a shrine
or a relic of a saint, to be religiously changed and
recharged. A pilgrimage is an act of travel, of
movement; the pilgrim is one who is constantly
progressing forward. This image is challenged
by two recent poetry collections: A Gathering
of Larks by Abigail Carroll and Still Pilgrim by
Angela Alaimo O'Donnell.
Carroll challenges the idea of a pilgrim by
giving the speaker of her poems, which reads
as Carroll herself, no destination, but simply
a journey with Christ. Despite the subtitle of
the collection-"Letters to St. Francis from a
Modern-Day Pilgrim"-there is no sense of
pilgrimage, but merely a modern woman progressing through life. In this, Carroll usurps the
traditional image of a pilgrim, and instead focuses
on a modern Christian, one who faces upheavals,
doubts and struggles. She parallels this journey
to the life of St. Francis, finding inspiration and
consternation in his life and the stories associated with him. The poems are written as letters
directly to St. Francis, and are autographed with
spiritual appellations, such as "Rechristened" or
''A Green Thumb;' tying the speaker back to the
themes of the poem.
Carroll's speaker is clearly enamored with
St. Francis, his life, and his legends. Most of the
poems retell moments in his life. For example,
the poem "Dear Wolf-whisperer" begins, "That
you proposed a pact with a wolf/ should make me
think you/mad:' The poem "Dead Jongleur de
Dieu" starts with the lines:

When your lungs failed
and your sight was all but gone,
you took on
a new kind of work; you can tided
the sun.
This content, structured as letters to the saint
himself, often struggles and seems forced. Where
the poems seem to want to express joy and companionship with lines like "I too take long walks in
the fields and woods./ Sometimes, I must confess/!
speak secretly to the birds;' or "I would like to
meet Job. By chance,/have you bumped into him
up there?" the colloquial use of second-person
and the simple retellings remove the reader from
participating in the emotions that the speaker
clearly feels. At their best, the bulk of these poems
read like gushing fan letters.
At rare points Carroll abandons this style of
writing for one that is more personal and contemplative. For example, in the poem that begins
"Time to plant, time to press my nails/in dirt ..."
the speaker considers her habits in gardening,
and the act of gardening in general. "I do not
trust the package notes ..." she confesses, and "It
seems to me no life can rise/ /from dust ..." She
extends this discussion into a metaphor about life
and the afterlife. Francis isn't addressed until the
very end of the poem, and then only tangentially.
This sort of poem works well in this collection
because it takes the reader's associations of St.
Francis (patron saint of ecology) and approaches
it from a unique perspective. Another poem
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STILL

ABIGAIL CARROLL

PILGRI M
A NGEL A AL AIM O O "OO NN E L L

A Gathering of Larks

Still Pilgrim
by Angela Alaimo O' Donnell
Paraclete Press, 2017
128 pages
$18.00

by Abigail Carroll
Eerdmans Press, 2017
108 pages
$12.99
begins, "With my foot in a cast, so much/remains
on hold:' The speaker confesses later, "Strange,
but I simply have no needs:' Not once is Francis
or his life mentioned beyond the address in the
title. However, Carroll uses our associations with
Francis, images of patience or quiet solitude in
nature, and connects them to her own spiritual
life. These poems are all too few in this collection,
and the book suffers for it.

A

NGELA

ALAIMO

O ' DoNNELL' s

RECENT

collection, Still Pilgrim, uses the persona
of Still Pilgrim to explore the life of a modern woman and all its complications. Immediately,
she challenges the reader's sense of pilgrimage. If
a pilgrim is one who moves or ventures toward a
destination, what is a still pilgrim? O'Donnell asks
us to consider a pilgrim who pauses occasionally
to collect their thoughts and evaluate themselves
and their progress. O'Donnell's collection is a
series of poems that captures these moments of
pause as free -verse sonnets. In this way a narrative
of moments is constructed, and one can see the
progress that the Still Pilgrim makes.
O'Donnell not only challenges the idea of a pil-
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grim, but she also challenges the idea of a sonnet.
For readers who would identify a sonnet as a lyric
poem with a regular meter, often iambic pentameter, and set rhyme scheme, O'Donnell's free verse
interpretations of this form and original rhyme
schemes might throw them for a loop. However,
this is not an unconscious choice or a decision of
sloppy craft. As O'Donnell explains at the end of
her book, the metric feet in the lines represent the
steps that a pilgrim would take; therefore, because
a pilgrim does not plod or march through their
pilgrimage, but will often shift speeds and gait
through their journey, so too do the lines have a
varied number of feet. The clever use of rhyme
and slant rhyme hold these poems together, so
there is a unity to each piece.
The moments of stillness that O'Donnell
presents in her sonnets are moments of contemplation, but also moments of heartache and
loneliness, stubbornness and inadequacy; in
short, they are moments that all readers will be
able to relate to as modern-day human beings.
In one poem, "The Still Pilgrim Moves:' the titular character is moving her last son into his ·new
apartment, and she says:

The joy he felt all day was worth
the pangs I felt. When I came home
the house was empty of all my sons.
One life had ended, another begun.
In the next poem, ''A Still Pilgrim Hears a
Diagnosis;' her son is diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis. The poem ends, "I sat beside my grown
young son/and hoped for a blessing. There was
none:' It is these sorts of moments that O'Donnell
gives us-brief moments of pause in the life of a
modern woman.
The persona often alludes to other women
and compares her life with their situations, such as
in the poem "The Still Pilgrim Recounts Another
Annunciation;' which begins, "So here we are
again, Mary,/you, me, and the ordinary/day scrolling out in front of us:' Later the two women "get
back to business,/the floor unswept, the house a
mess:' This exploration of the religious beside the
ordinary works well in this collection, as the two
narratives-the real life and the spiritual life-are
intertwined throughout the book into a euphonic
hybrid that makes this a very pleasing collection
for the reader.

E

ACH OF THESE COLLECTIONS ENDS WITH

an epilogue or an afterword that explains
the book, the author's process in writing,
and actually invites the reader into the discussion. A Gathering of Larks even has discussion
questions and writing prompts for readers who
want to attempt their own saintly letters. These
sorts of sections are rare in modern poetry collections, and it was a pleasant surprise to be allowed
deeper into the thought processes that produced
the poems in these collections.

If a pilgrim is one who is on a pilgrimage, both
Carroll and O'Donnell challenge readers to question the very nature of a pilgrimage. Both authors
seem to assert that modern life, with its flaws and

This exploration of the religious
beside the ordinary works well
in this collection, as the two
narratives-the real life and the
spiritual life-are intertwined
throughout the book into a
euphonic hybrid that makes this
a very pleasing collection for the
reader.
challenges, joys and heartaches, is itself a form of
pilgrimage. Both authors have, in their own way,
attempted to document this pilgrimage in poetry.
While O'Donnell's collection stands out as the
stronger of the two, both A Gathering of Larks
and Still Pilgrim add to the notion that we are
all pilgrims and invite us to pause for a moment
to reflect on what that means in our relationship
with God. 1
Joshua Gage's new chapbook, Necromancy,
is available on Locofo Chaps from Moria
Press. He is an ornery curmudgeon from
Cleveland with a penchant for Pendleton
shirts and any poem strong enough to yank
the breath out of his lungs.
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WILLARD
Within a holy mystery of sense
We see contingency as precious: one
Misplaces key, or phone, or grocery list
And, wanting it in urgency, with strong
Imagination feels it in one's grip,
And almost can be baffled wishing did
Not make the thing appear. It was just here,
And mind rebukes it for its disobeying.
I have an inkling death is similar:
One loses hold on what is hard and sure,
And spins in bafflement. My father says
That as my grand-dad died, he jerked awake,
And asked in panic where it was: that thing
That had been in his hands, and now was gone.

Timothy E. G. Bartel
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Death of a Business
Thomas Albert Howard
FTER WoRLD WAR II AMERICA's ECONomy roared to life. Wartime energies found
themselves redirected to fuel a boom
time in the nation's history. In 1949 my grandfather opened a business in Tuscaloosa, Alabama:
Business Supply Company, a business for businesses as it were, selling office products, printing,
and more. My father took it over in the 1960s.
Growing up in the 1970s and '80s, I knew it simply as "the store:'
It closed its doors on December 31, 2017.
My dad and mom have retired-"shut her down"
and "opened a new chapter in their lives;' as the
expressions go.
The arc of a business, like that of a life, is
riddled with joys and sorrows, comedy and tragedy-the tug and ache of yet another day, the need
to make a showing in the world.
I knew my grandfather, however, only in tragedy, in the large presence of his absence. In April
of 1963, several years before I was born, he took
his life while on a business trip to Jamestown,
New York. Arthur Miller's postwar Death of
Salesman captured a piece of our family's history
only too well.
The story that has come down to me is as follows. The store, like many new businesses, found
itself in significant debt. Dealing with this and the
slings and arrows of a hardscrabble background
led my grandfather, Albert, to drinking-and
drinking-and drinking. This took its toll on my
dad, his three sisters, and my grandmother-and
on him. Albert had traveled to Jamestown to
meet with higher-ups at Art Metal Construction
Company, the first company to manufacture metal
office furniture and one to whom my grandfather
owed a significant sum. Here the picture gets
blurry. But presumably baited into a dark place by
one too many, he slit his arm and bled to death in
his hotel room. When found, the family was told,

A

he had made a tourniquet and put it around his
arm in an apparent attempt to unwind the tragedy.
Several days later, my father, then seventeen, and
his uncle identified the corpse, shipped home on a
train to Alabama.
My dad always told me to do what I wanted
in life, because from this point on he didn't have
a choice. He began college but never finished.
As the only son, he was expected to make a go at
running the business. He did it and he did it well.
The store became a fixture in the business community of Tuscaloosa, providing a livelihood for
up to eighteen employees and serving the needs of
many businesses and individuals.

E

STABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A SMALL

business is not for the faint-hearted. Close
to eighty percent of new small businesses
fail within their first two years. In polls, Americans
regularly estimate that businesses' profit margins
are five times what they actually are. Debt, risk,
and sleeplessness are usually part of the package.
But I have fond boyhood memories of the
store. I especially liked the print shop: the bracing smell of ink, the churning purr of running
machines, and, not least, the calendars with scantily-clad women on the walls. Bill, Jesse, and Letch
were the printers' names. "Letch;' my dad used to
say, "often felt like a second father to me:' I also
liked the rows of office furniture in the front of
the store; the shelves of paper, pens, staples and
the like. And best of all: the display window areaoverlooking Greensboro Avenue and across the
way from Pink House Antiques-where I once
pretended to be a mannequin.
Occasionally I did odd jobs. Mainly collating, but sometimes I helped assemble furniture.
Which is a riot, because tape was then and is now
my preferred "tool:' And there were several happy
instances when I got to deliver furniture with the
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Bill Faulkner, a printer at Business Supply Company, runs a printing press (ca . 1980).

"delivery guys;' in the white vans embossed with
the store's name. Riding shotgun, window down,
Coke in hand, the sultry summertime breeze-it
could hardly get better for a Southern boy.
The store gave our family a comfortable
middle-class life. But the good came with difficulty-increasing difficulty as the years piled up.
Some of it was run-of-the-mill stuff: complaining
customers, slacker workers, several burglaries, the
unhappy necessity of cold-call selling, friends who
suddenly took their business elsewhere.
And then the creative destruction of capitalism itself arrived. Maintaining a small office supply
and printing operation during the age of Staples,
Office Depot, FedEx Office-not to mention the
computer and Internet revolutions-might be
compared to running a monastery scriptorium
in the age of Guttenberg. The writing was on the
wall. "The competition is maddening!" says Willy
Loman in Death of a Salesman. And it was.
But this death came slowly and in the face of
plucky defiance. An agile and quick learner, my
father computerized his whole operation in the
'80s and '90s, cut overhead, changed location, and
attempted to make up in service and trust what the
"big boys" had slashed in prices. To this day, my
father helps troubleshoot my computer difficulties.
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Tape, I've found, is too imprecise an instrument.
A man of faith, my father has often found comfort in the Bible's melancholy parts: Ecclesiastes,
Job, Psalm 90, where the Psalmist sighs:
Make us glad as many days as thou hast
afflicted us, and as many years as we have
seen evil. ... Let the favor of the Lord our
God be upon us, and establish thou the
work of our hands upon us, yea, the work
of our hands establish thou it.
This ending is neither a whimper nor a bang,
but a sigh, a well-deserved sigh, a letting go-a
vocation, born of tragedy and constraint, concluded. What began nobly in 1949 perished nobly
in 2017.
May the favor of the Lord be upon the memory
of Business Supply Company. f

Thomas Albert Howard is professor of humanities and holds the Duesenberg Chair in
Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University. A
version of this piece originally appeared on
The Anxious Bench blog at patheos.com.
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Bethany Bowman lives in Indiana with her
husband and two children, and is an adjunct
instructor of ESL at Taylor University. lier
first collection of poems, Swan Bones, is
forthcoming with Resource Publications, an
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Bill Stadick has published poetry in various
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Academy Review, Christianity & Literature,
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Lynn Domina is the author of two collections
of poetry, Corporal Works (Four Way Books)
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Anne Babson is author of The White Trash
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